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Sergeant M cCabe N otes In Vinal H a v en Officially B ids
crease In M otor Fatalities,
North H aven and Maand G ives W arning
tinicus T o “Sesqui”

Rockland, M aine, Saturday, February 4, 1939

STATE
C A P IT O L

The Honor R oll
A nnouncem ent Is M ade of
the H igh R anking Stu
dents o f R. H. S.

Reviewing the statistical analysis
The inhabitants of the Town of
of motor vehicle fatalities for the Vinal Haven have issued a formal
month of January ft can bo noticed invitation to the inhabitants of the
island towns of North Haven and
quite readily that deaths by auto
Matinicus to participate in their
mobiles have Increased. Notice Sesqui - Centennial Celebration
able in the record is the fact that scheduled for July 1-2-3-4. A Pro
exactly one-half of our counties clamation announcing the Celebra
showed at least one fatal accidert tion goes with the Invitation, and
or more. Urban areas show an in the committee in charge and the
Municipal officers of Vinal Haven
crease in fatalities and arc actually
hope that when the time arrives
out of step with the vest of the n a the Invitation will be accepted,
tion where decreases are being not j These three island towns were all
ed when compared to rural districts. I part of the Fox Islands and were
Seven persons were killed on city I included in the Town of Vinal H a
ven at the time of Its incorporation.
streets during this period and six
The Proclamation aond Invitation is
killed on country highways. Two of in the form of a placard scroll which
the fatalities reported did not state will be posted in the two towns. As
whether they occurred in urban or part of the Celebration ceremonies
it Is planned to send costumed mesrural areas.
sengers
from Vinal Haven to these
Children failed to heed the
two
towns
and possibly to other
friendly warning given out by this
Department to be especially care towns on the mainland, announcing
ful when sliding during the month the opening of the celebration.
I t is planned to send the mes
of January for it would possibly be
a peak month for deaths caused by senger to North Haven overland by
sliding accidents. This definite horseback while the messenger to
causation factor was responsible for Matinicus will fly in an airplane,
thus contrasting the old mode of
2 0 ' I of all fatalities in January’ and
is responsible for the greatest num travel with the new.
Miss Virginia Mack of the Maine
ber of deaths.
Development Commission will meet
In order to curb these occurring
circumstances in child fatalities, the with the Sesqui-Centennial ComState Police are making a special rnittee in O A R rooms Wednesday
effort to install more schoolboy pa night March 1 to discuss what aid
trols in places where towns and can be given to the Celebration by
that organization.
cities have failed to set them up In
The Proclamation and Invitation
the past. Every grade school in
the State ‘s to be contacted for the follows, the one for Matinicus being
purpose of setting up definite safety changed In wording to suit the
name of the Town.
rules for maintaining a 100^ safety
P ro clam atio n
record in the schools. Co-operation
an d
of parents teachers and school bus
In
v
ita tio n
drivers at the same time will be
Be it known to all the people of
asked in order that this struggle to
save human lives will be particu the Town of North Haven: That
the Town of Vinal Haven, in honor
larly encouraged.
The age limit of those people en of the one hundred and fiftieth year
rolled in highway deaths were of its incorporation, will celebrate
equally balanced, there being five its Sesqui-Centennial on July 1. 2.
each for the age scope from 1 to 18. 3, 4,1939 and by reason of the close
19 to 40 and 41 and over. This pro and friendly associations which
vides definite proof that accidents have always existed between the in
involving automobiles show no pref habitants of the two islands, and
erence for any age and that every because a t the time of its founding
body living is liable to be killed and for many years thereafter, the
when safety regulations are not North Island was a part of the
strictly adhered to. Too much de Town of Vinal Haven—.
Be It Hereby Proclaimed
pendence cannot be placed upon the
That the inhabitants of the Town
shoulders of automobile drivers if
human lives are to be preserved of Vinal Haven, through its duly
authorized Municipal Officers do
from injury' and destruction.
Passengers and non-occupants hereby extend
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ILL SEE THE NEW LIGHTS
Rockland To H ave D em onstration Of the
F luorescent System

Honor Roll for the second quar
A 812,000.000 annual highway and
ter has been announced by Princi
NEW 8PAPER H ISTO R Y
bridge program for Maine was con pal Blaisdell as follows: Seniors,
The Rockland Gazette was estabone of the rooms has been equipped
“Let there be light ’.
tained in a bill filed Thursday by all A’s—Erleen Cates. Harold Donells,
'Ished In 184* In 1874 the Courier was
established and consolidated w ith the
with six new fixtures which pro
Citizens
of
Rockland
and
RotarSenator Friend (R) of Skowhegan Edith Gray. Robert Harmon. Doro
Oazette In 1882 The Free Press was
established in 1855 and In 1891 changed
chairman of the Highways Com thy Howard. Agnes Johnson. Maxine ians of Camden will hear lots on vide for totally indirect lighting un
Its name to th e Tribune. These papers
Perry; four A's—Joseph Dondis, this subject the coming week, be der the new system with a silver
consolidated March 17. 1897
mittee.
Richard Fisher; three A's. Grant
Whether the 812.000.000 figure Davis, Paul Horevseck. Katherine cause of the presence here of a mirrored reflector for high efficiency
Even the ceilings and walls have
would prevail was contingent u p o n 'Jordan Katherine Rice, Ione Lor- prominent General Electric official,
The m a n w ho can't do th in g s ♦
been cleaned so that maximum re
IC.
M.
Snyder,
who
is
the
corpora
always leela perfectly equipped *
acceptance by the electorate of a j raine. feichard Marsh; nothing beflection will be derived from the
to find f a u lt w ith the man w h o ♦
proposed 88,900.000 six-year bond I low B—Austin Billings. Inez Bowley, tion’s chief illuminating engineer. room itself. In one corner will be
who can —K. V. P. Philosopher ♦
Mr. Snyder's busy half week here seen a photo-electric cell which
Issue. In the event the bond issue Marion Church, Solomon Cohn,
Earl Cook. Maude Johnson, James Is epitomized in the following list mysteriously operates the row of
failed of approval, the total annual
Jordan, Richard Karl. Felice Perry, of assignments.
fixtures nearest the windows so
outlay for the next two fiscal years Priscilla Staples. Charlotte Staples,
Monday night he will address the th at when sufficient daylight is
would approximate 811,000.000 under William Weed. Harriet Wooster.
Knox County Superintendent’s As present an economy may be realized
Juniors. 4 A's—Jessie Olds. Betty sociation at the New Hotel Rock by automatically turning off that
the bill. The bulk of the funds to be
Danny M eets Grover M on 
expended would come from the gaso Beach; three A's Sylvia Hayes, Pearl land. where dinner will be served at particular row. Also when the
day N ig h t — Star A lley
Leonard. Hilda Spear; nothing be 6 30 and where a portable model daylight Is insufficient the lights
line tax and automobile fees, esti
Reporter O n the Job
low B—Patricia Allen, Dorothy will be shown). Statistics on the new will turn on, reverse action occur
mated at 89 500,000 annually for the Black Kathryn Dean, Jane Sawyer
lighting arrangement which he is ring at all times. A relatively con
Now that Knox County has a new
next two years.
Sophomores, all A s—Priscilla Bra advocating will be given.
stant intensity can be enjoyed by
champion In the person of HannBecause of the pending bond zier, June Chatto, Ruth Goldberg;
Tuesday noon Mr. Snyder will the pupils.
some Danny Dandeneau. many fans
The inner row of lights is turned
issue legislation. Friend's bill was set four A's—John Crockett, Stanley speak before the Camden Rotary
Murray, Vivian Strout. Mary Lamb, Club.
have been asking about Arico's past
on continuously throughout the
up in two sections, the one to become
Lucy Thompson, Marguerite Mamatches and how his average stood
Tuesday night he will address school session, because at no time
effective to be determined by the hony, Doris Gatti, Madeline Hurd;
up over a period of eight 20-rtrlng
the Rockland Parent Teachers' As does the natural light provide the
bond issue vote.
three A's—Malcolm Ingraham. Ger sociation in the High School Audi proper intensity.
matches.
Proposed annual appropriations aldine Norton, Lillian Savage. Shir- torium. The public generally has
Interesting figures were discov
Such an instrument relieves the
ered after going back into the 1937which would be the same under lene MccKinney, Floyd Young. been invited and President Raphael teacher of one more duty.
193S season when Arlco slapped
Mr. Snyder's final address will
both sections were: Expense of Roger Conant. Barbara Robinson; S. Sherman Is looking for a very
down the noisy Mr. Oardner who
registering motor vehicles 8150.000. nothing below B—Ruth Witham. large attendance. Contributing to be before the Rockland Lions Club
has been squawking ever since. In
Increase of 820.000 over present ap- Christy Adams. Helmi Lehto. Naomi that end is the special effort being nt the New Notel Thorndike Wed
all, the ex-champ had seven op
J propriation; State highway police, Rackliff, Ruth Hammond, Maynard j made by Supt. George J. Cumming nesday noon. Members of the Ro
ponent', due to the fact that Frank
who has sent notice to all parents. tary and Kiwanis Clubs are Invited
$;80,ooo, increase of 810.000; Stale Green. Irving McConchie.
Freshmen, all A's—William East, ' A class room model will be shown,
Oardner was not convinced Mike
Perhaps it has not been men
Highway Commission, 8200 000, In
Nancy Howard, John Storer, Arthur j and at the close of the meeting tioned before in this article, but
ua* the bast man and tried a come
crease of 875.O0O.
back at the first of the year when
If bond issue bonds are available, Schofield. Barbara Lassell, Lucille everybody will be urged to step the new system is known as "Fluor
he was defeated once again.
across to the McLain Building where escent Lighting ".
the appropriation for maintenance 18tanley, Ernest Dondis; three A :
Not once during Arico's reign as
of State highways, State aid high Elizabeth Marston. Aggie Copeland
head man among the bowlers j I
ways, bridges and for snow removal Eloise Law. William Hopkins. Vera
Knox County did he fall below the
would be 83.600.000 annually as Payson, Virginia Bowley, Eileen
100 average or better. In the match
compared with 83.550,000 if they are Beach, Harrison Dow, Barbara
with Clarence Carr in 1937. Mike
not. The 83.500 000 would be an In Lamb; nothing below B—Pearl A M edom ak M an W h o Has C om ’r G reenleaf Beginning
rolled only 2.0B8. which was his ex
crease of 8150,000 over current ap 8mith, EStelle Jackson. Harriette
T o G et Favorable Reac
L on g Traded In T his City
Clark. Ruth Wotton, Ruth Johnson,
treme lowest. His highest was last
propriations.
Monday when he lo6t out to Danny
tion O n Cam paign
P ays a Fine
Other proposed major annual ap Elizabeth Clough. Betty Munro.
lr. that match which the followers
propriations were: (without bond Walter Butler. Margaret Havener.
Medomak. Feb. 2.
Sea and Shore Fisheries Com
ol candleplns will be talking about
issue funds) State aid highways Norma Philbrlck. Douglas Cooper. Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
missioner
Arthur R. Oreenleaf's
•
•
•
•
for some years to come In this
18850 000, providing for a “unit and
Will you give me .space in your recent proposal that markets be
one he hit his all time high of 1137
On Thursday, three Manual
a half” to municipalities; third class
found for the millions of barrels of
paper for the following:
for an average of 112.7 for the ten
highways, 8670.009; bridge construc Training classes watched an inter
mussels growing along the Maine
I
was
a
shopper
in
your
city
today
strings.
esting motion picture on the manu
tion, 8400.000.
and would like to state what hap coast, is meeting with favorable re
Here are Mike's totals for the
(With bond issue funds) State aid facture of paint brushes. The sales pened to me for the benefit of other sults. A large number of inquiries
past two bowling seasons (In com
highways. 8850 000 first fiscal year. representative described the process out-of-town shoppers.
Iron) every section of the country
petition): For 160 strings his pin81.000.000. second fiscal year, the lat and afterward discussed the types
I parked my car on the left side iwive been received and today a
fan is 16.622 an average of 103 71.
ter providing for two “units;'' third of brushes, use. and their proper of Main street heading North. (Be shipment was sent by Oreenleaf to
while his opponents had a pintail of
class highways. 8670.000. first year. care. The picture was obtained fore this I had asked an officer if it Omaha. Neb., to the proprietor of
16221 for an average of 10161 Be
8730.000 second year; bridge con through Crie Hardware Co., local was all right to park there. When a chain of restaurants.
lieve It or not. there Is only a pin
distributors of Wooster Brushes —
struction, 8700.000 each year
The Omaha firm believes that
I came back to my car I found a tag
and a half difference between
E. Law.
• • • •
there is a possibility of creating a
telling
me
to
report
to
the
police
sta
Mike s average and his opponent's,
• • • •
A new wall a t the Maine Stare
tion. It seems my car was heading large demand in th at city. Similar
over this 160-string range. The
Prison and a dormitory at the prison
Seniors In the Problems of De
In the wrong direction—if it had impressions have been received from
new champ's 2179 helped to bring
farm to accommodate approximately mocracy Class who received highest been in the same spot heading South other cities.
this up tb where it is.
A C o r d ia l a n d H ea rty In v ita tio n
75 prisoners, would be constructed it rank in their current events test
Oreenleaf said that some market
It would have bedn o. k„ as it was I
It looks like Grover of Camden failed very badly in this month as
an estimated cost of $30,000 under given by Miss deRochemont were had to pay a fine. Now I know that ing investigations were being made
to
the
Inhabitants
of
the
Town
next Monday when Danny will de six passengers were killed and eight
of North Haven, the young and the an emergency bill introduced by Harold Dondis, Charles Duff, Guy
“ignorance of the law is no excuse,’' by his department and the Maine
fend the title for the first time. This non-occupants. Only one driver of
old—, the rich and the poor, to cele Senator Albert R. Elliot (R) Thom Nicholas. William Weed. Earl Cook.
a
motor
vehicle
was
killed.
but hew is an out-of-town shopper Development Commission and pre
will be a 20-string total, the first
Richard Fisher. ETarl Sukeforth.
brate this occasion with us. and to aston.
to know all the city parking rules? dicted that mussel harvesting could
10 to take place Monday night.
participate in the greatest degree in
Several bills, introduced by Repre Solomon Cohen. Joseph Dondis. and
WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
I have been a shopper in Rockland be worked up with a fairly exten
S A. R
the proceedings, whatever their na sentative Alan L. Bird (R), Rock Katherine Rice.
THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
for
the past 20 years and spend sev sive business In the future.
Rockland, Feb. 3.
ture may be. in order that this im land. proposed to amend laws gov
He said th at a Maine Mussel
eral hundred dollars there each year
portant day in our history shall not erning the functions of the Main"
—needless to say th a t it will be Week would be held In March in
go either unobserved or unrecorded Unemployment Compensation Com
spent in some oilier city from now an attempt, to sell the product to
In testimony whereof we have mission. One would give contribut
Maine folks.
on.
hereunto set our hands, and caused ing employers four years Instead of Past Presidents' N ight W as
I have always understood that law
TU ESD AY , FEBRUARY 7
the seal of the Town of Vinal H a one in which to apply for a refund
M arked B y a V ery Large was based on common sense, but
or adjustment. Under another, the
ven to be affixed.
T H O M A S T O N HIG H G Y M
until more of it is used your city will
A ttendance
Done
in
the
Town
of
Vinal
Haven.
Commission would be permitted to
T H O M A S T O N H IG H SC H O O L B oys and G irls
continue to lose business.
State of Maine. County of Knox, prescribe "fair and reasonable" rules
Park T heatre W ill Renew
Baraca Class of Pratt Memorial
An Out of Town Shopper.
this first day of January' in the year for payment of unemployment bene Methodist Church was in charge of
R O C K L A N D H IG H SC H O O L B oy» and GirU
I Anything that inconveniences
the Popular Feature Next
of our Lord One Thousand Nine fits to individuals whose qualifying the regular Circle supper Wednes
out of town shoppers is deplored by
Rockland Jayvec* vs. T hom aston Jayvees
T uesday
Hundred and Thirty Nine, and of wages in whole or in part were day night. Past Presidents' night
any citizen and certainly the mer
F I R S T G A M E A T 8.38.
D O O R S O P E N A T 6.0.7
the Independence of the United earned in seasonal industries. Em was observed, making it an out
chants who derive trade from their
REFEREE. CHARLES C. WOTTON.
ADMISSION 25c. 35c.
Amateur night will take its place
States of America the One Hundred ployes of colleges fraternities and standing event in the church activi
LAST GAME OF THE SEASON
visits. But there Is no city in the once more in the local theatrical
and Sixty-Thtrfl.
sororities and also partially-em ties.
land which permits cars to park on sun next Tuesday night. Manager
James Smith
ployed minors whose principal oc
At 4 o'clock the Ladies' Aid meet the wrong side of the principal busi Dandenneau has arranged a liberal
Curtis Webster
cupation in the school year is a t ing was presided over by Mrs. ness street, and when the officer sa'd
plan of generous prizes.
Oeorge Strachan
tending school would be exempt Grace Lurvey. president. Devotions it would be all right to park there,
All amateurs are invited and all
Municipal Officers of Vinal Haven. from provisions of the law.
were led by Mrs. Edith Tweedie, we have no doubt he did so with the are eligible whether they come from
L B. Dyer.
first vice president.
assumption that the "Out of Town Rockland or distant points. Those
Jesse James was a name to con
Town Clerk.
At the supper hour 125 sat down Shopper” meant to park in the right wishing to compete for these fine
M . H. B ow ley, N. R. Pease, Frank Morse
jure with in other days. The dash to the tables. 22 being a t the guest manner. Visitors to Rockland have prizes should register as soon as
ing desperado is coming to the table. The decorations were carried their parking troubles here as they possible at Park Theatre, Park street
Selectm en o f Hope, M aine
screen Sunday. Monday and Tues out with red candles and Valentine
do In every city, but so do the home Manager Dandeneau has developed
day at Strand TTieatre with Ty
F E B R U A R Y J, 1939.
15-16
people who park not only occasion some remarkably fine talent at his
rone Power and Henry Fonda in
ally, but several times a day. At the amateur shows in other years and
the cast. Maybe you were never a
6aine time wc speak for everybody the competition should be especially
Q eru u n e &nqra.ve<)
two-gun man and maybe you never
in Rockland when we say wc are keen this season. Old acts and new,
read a dime novel, but you will see
old folks and young folks, all are
sorry it happened—Ed.)
S
T
A
T
IO
N
E
R
Y
Jesse James, and grip y»ur seat
welcome. Just register your act at
JU
The
fcf
History
I
while doing it. Other features next
A N N O U N C IN G
napkins while red and white paper Park Theatre, the sooner the better.
week are: Wednesday. Kay Francis
» Waiting Card*
streamers tipped with cupids and
T he A ppointm ent of
and Humphrey Bogart it} “King of
100 paneled cards, choice «4 4
hearts hung from the overhead Y O U R F A V O R IT E POEM
and
30
itylee
of
ongraving,
the Underworld;” Thursday, F ri
lights. Music for the supper hour
PLATE INCLUDED, o n ly ___81.11
day and Saturday. Boris Karloff In
If I hsd m y life to live sgstn I
and for the entertainment follow would
have made a rule to read some
“Son of Frankenstein.”
Wedding Announcements
ing, was furnished by the New RCA poetry and listen to som e music at
or Invitations
least once a week
The loss of these
Electric Vlctrola loaned by the tastes Is a loss o f happiness.—Charles
A s L ocal Agent For
O n white or Ivory slock— wed
Darwin.
Main Music Company.
ding or plate finish. Inside and
T H E M ESSENG ER LINE
outside envelope!, and PLATT IN
At 7 30 Richard Ellingwood held
JOSEPH RODMAN OR,IKK
CLUDED ________________ 81.18
the
close attention of all present Orecn be the turf above thee.
O f S e llin g Prom otion N eeds
Friend of nvy b etter days!
with a short but most interesting None
Social Stationery
knew thee b u t to love thee.
C A L E N D A R S— A rt, Hanger, Jum bo, Desk, Bu»iSpecial styles for men and women.
resume
of
his
travels
throughout
tire
Nor named th ee ibut to praise
B y R equest Presents
A choice of lovely colors, mono
European countries during the past Tears, fell, w hen thou wert dying.
ness (1 2 s h e e ts ), Desk, M em o, System
g ram ! and styles of engraving,
From eyes unused to weep,
77
summer and concluded his talk by
84
PLATE IN C L U D E D _____________
And long, where th o u art lying.
NO VELTIES— A dvertising Fans, Bridge Score
showing
moving
pictures
which
he
82.25. $1.88 and ap.
Will tears th e cold t-urf steep.
took while there.
Rads, Kitchen Rem inders, A dvertising P en cils
When hearts, -whose truth was proven,
B u sin e s s S ta tio n e r y *
Like thine, are laid In earth.
Two musical numbers with Jackie
600 business cards or Hammermlil
U N IV E R SA L1ST V E S T R Y
There should a wreath be woven
( w o o d ) , and B u llet, Mechanical A dvertising P e n 
Passon,
soliost
and
Nancy
Hamlin
Bond lettei heads, PLATb IN
To tell the world th e ir worth;
CLUDED. o r l y ___________ 1748
in costume were given, Mrs. Passon And I. who woke each morrow
cils, M etal A dvertising N ovelties, A dvertising K ey
To clasp thy hand In m ine.
acting as accompanist.
Containers, Z ip L ighters, E tc
Who shared thy Joy and sorrow.
The regular business meeting of
Whose weal and woe were thine,
8 .0 0 o'clock
Georre W. Dyer of Camden, our representative for the M es
the Baraca Class followed with
It should be m ine to braid It
Ralph Clark, president presiding,
A D M IS S IO N : 15c, 35c
senger Corp., will call a t your convenience with a large and
Around th y faded brow.
But I've In vain essayed It,
and games were enjoyed.
varied line to select from.
And leel I ca n n o t now.
IT WILL BE THE MISTAKE OF THE SEASON TO MISS
Mrs. Vincie Clark was chairman
For Further Particulars Telephone or Write to
While memory bids me weep thee,
THIS PLAY
of the supper and the dining room
Nor thou gh ts nor words arc free.
T he Courier-Gazette
grief is fixed too deeply
15-ltf
was in charge of Mrs. Laura Bus- The
T hat m ourns a m an like thee.
well.
—F ttz-greene Halleck

To D efend Title

On The W rong Side

B oosting The M ussel

Baraca C lass

BASKETBALL

A m ateur Night

TO W N OFHOPEBOOKSCLOSE FEB. 15

LowmIMom
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COMMUNITY THEATRE GUILD

HIGH PRESSURE HOMER
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READ THE A M

“ The Black Cat

By The Roving Reporter
Quadruplets, and all girls, have
been born to a Galveston couple.
Came within one of it.
When school breaks at noon and
In the afternoon hundreds of pupils
engage In the time honored custom
of snowballing each other or throw
ing a cake of snow down the necks
of screaming but happy co-eds.
History repeats Itself on such occa
sions and we back-numbers who
enjoyed the experience many years
ago, look on with amusement and
approval. And recall how we also
used to throw burdocks In the co
eds' hair.
It's hard to satisfy some persons
Tim McNamara, for instance. Wc
found out when the Cobb Lime
Company was organized, and now
he and Nate Cobb are in a heated
dispute as to when the "patent” or
stock kilns were built. They were
about 30 feet high, built of granite
or field stone, and lined with fire
brick. The Black Cat has agreed
to find out.
Pictures which recently appeared
in newspapers—the clipper ship
and Public Landing (from the ain
were made by J. Alton Perry, who
Is doing some excellent work along
th a t line.
“Think of numbering the local
horses at 101" wrote a Black Cat
contributor in Thursday's issue.
"And to think I could let them get
by with anything like that," phoned
Mrs Ethel Connon of the Hillcrest
Riding Academy whose home at
the West Meadows overlooks nu
merous farms where motor cars
have not fully replaced horses. At
Hillcrest are eight equines (fine
specimens of saddle stock), and
within a comparatively short radius
are 11 other horses. Mrs. Connon's
"excitement,1" which she frankly
admits is more in the nature of fun.
abated considerably when she was
told that the horses referred to in
the original item were only those
seen dally on our Main street. It
will interest many readers. I know,
to give the assessors' figures on
Rockland owned horses—46 in num
ber.
He "put his foot in it" and the
error c<»t him a chance to win an
expensive rifle. It was like this, as
the story was told to me yesterday
by one of my neighbors The rifle
was being raffled, and up came the
question of how it should be done
Up spoke John (whose name may
or may not have been John) with
the suggestion that the third num
ber taken from the hat be the one
th a t would draw the shooting Iron
A nice girl was pressed Into service
to do the drawing, and Io! and be
hold! the first number out was the
property of "John." who had de
cided that tlic third number should
win.
In the High School news today
is an item of three lines which con
tains a nice little lesson. More than
100 students were absent Tuesday
because of the storm effects. Yet
Hester Orlerson made her way over
seven miles of snow-blocked road-s
th at she might not be recorded as
absent. I don't know Hester Orler
son. but she is going to make her
way in the world.
Writes E H. Philbrlck: In answer
to The Black Cat Item about the
"town pump" I will say th at years
ago when they paved Main street
there was an old well at the foot
of Limerock street, which I was
told, held the old town pump. It
was not filled up at that time but
was covered over so that nobody
could come the late Chris Norris
disappearing act if lie walked over
it.
One year ago: Mary Bryant was
leading in the Snow Bowl queen
contest-Forty-five years of serv
ice with the Central Maine won
Charles E. Gregory a gold pin
set with three diamonds—Ruth
Thomas was chosen by the Senior
class and RHJS. faculty to be the
candidate for the Oood Citizens
pilgrimage to Washington, D. C.—
Everett N. Hobbs of Hope was ap
pointed to serve oil the State Farm
Security advisory board

Evcry-O thcr Day
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town, now instructor of mathema Hall, rg ................ 2
2
6
foreign news, literature and iden
master of the LOOT. Lodges !'i
T urner lg .......... o
tics a t the Academy:
0
0
tification of outstanding leaders.
district 15.
"D. L. Ballard, of the Academy Tolman. If ........... o
THREE-TIMES-A - WEEK
• *• *
0
0
Charles Libby who has been ill at
a
faculty, has recently completed an
Z\ a
A a
Z. A
This year the Junior High has a
i the home of his daughter. Mrs. M ap Show s Trend the P ast
If we say we have no sin we de part in the Kippy Karnival having
Totals ................ 6
automatic device for opening his
4
16
LIDA G. OHAMPNEY
ALENA L. STARRETT
Ernest Jones in Thomaston, is able
T en Years — M aine H as
ceive ourselves and the tru th is not a miniature golf course. Also a new
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High was held Friday morning with
Prof. Brooks Quimby, professor of ter Grierson, a freshman, came
berta
Simmons. Grade 6: Rita
Officer George Shaw speaking on
debating, at Bates College that seven miles to attend school, a good
Cash.
Parker
Cclby. Arthur Doug
the Safety Program, sponsored by
Doris Borgerson, 38. is on the fresh example for her classmates.
lass, Nancy Ingraham Ralph Mur
the
Highway
Safety
Dibision
of
tlie
♦ • ♦ •
man debating squad and that, in a
ray Arlene Speer, Patricia Wall.
| Maine State Highway Police. Each
The usual fortnightly faculty
series of trial debates, was one ol
Muriel Yeung. June f iles. Grade
: room was given a 100% safetywise
meeting was held in the library
tlie better worm i participants.
5: Marjorie ODonnell. Mildred Tol
I star, and should any accident oc
• • • •
Monday afternoon, and after proper
man Gladys Blackington. Kennel.i ,
cur before June to any of the pupils
At a meeting held in Miss A ld i- cognizance had been taken of Mr in that room a corner of the star I
Marston. James Whitney.
to u s room Uns week, it was an  DeVeber's marriage, members took Is colored in black. If no accidents
Grade 4: Joyce Hawkins, Madeline
nounced that Inez Bowley, June up the subject of "Mental Hygiene," occur beiore June a certificate
Murray, Allan Robbins. Grade 3
Chatto, Joseph Dondis, and Harold, with papers being read and dlsHarriett Churchill. Richard Free
signed by Governor Barrows and
Dondis would form the debating ! cussed by Miss Hughes. Miss Woodman.
Roberta McKenney. Grade 1:
baring the Maine State Seal, will
tcam this year, and Dorothy Peter cock, Miss deRochemont, Miss Nich be presented. Mr. Blaisdell spoke
Leola Tolman. Grade 1: Charles
son. Caiol Hall, Arthur Sullivan. ols and Mr. Bowden, Mr. Rossnagel, briefly on the Importance of t.rte
Churchill. Marion Lord Doris Quim
Walter Butler. Barbara Robinson. and Mr. McCarty. Mental Hygiene program.—Victoria Anastaslo.
by. William Whitney. Sub-primary:
Elaine Ames. Jo h n Knight, Philip a study of the motives which un
Evangeline Carle. Arlene Tolman.
French, William Hopkins, Eileen derlie a pupil's conduct and an a t
• • # •
Beach, and Priscilla Brazier com tempt to make an adjustment in
In ,a n t e d A u to m a tic Device
A n d rew R ekila’s
th a t conduct, is a comparatively
prise the squad.
This
article which appeared in
• • • •
new point in education.
N e w Shoe R epairing Shop
"The Vlgornia," the Worcester
• • • ■
Seniors in Problems of Democra
Jackie Cooper, David Gorccy, newsboys, and George McKay in Uni
is at 2 9 9 M ain St.
Academy weekly, will be read with versal's “Newsboys' Home." There will be a special children's matinee
Tlie regular meeting of the period
cy classes have been taking a cur
O v e r L a m b 's, C le a n e rs
Tyrone Power, Nancy Kelly, Henry Fonda and Randolph Scott In interest by Rockport friends of Del Tuesday a t 4 o'clock, 10 cents. Tuesday night will be th e first of a serieg
rent affairs test. Topics included 6 Explorer's Club was held in the
13Stf “Jesse James." Story of the notorious robber in technicolor.—adv.
mont L. Ballard, formerly ol this o f A m a te u r N if h ts.—« d v .
national affairs, business science, music room, Monday. Mr. Smith
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Knox Hospital Alumnae Associa
“High Pressure Homer" the Com
tion will meet Wednesday night at munity Theatre Guild’s rollicking
7.30, at the Bok Home for Nurses. comedy which scored such a hit
when presented in Congregational
Claremont Commandery will face vestry will be presented next Wed
much business of importance at nesday-Thursday in the UniversaMonday night's conclave, and Com list vestry.
mander Webster says: "Please be
present.”
*
At the meeting of Sons of Ameri
can Legion Wednesday night, Clar
Rev. C. J. MacDonald of Sears ence Butler was winner of the ping
port Is conducting series of Revival pong tournament with Robert
meetings at the Pentecostal Mission Chisholm the runner-up. The Sons
on South Main street every night will have a basketball practice Sun
except Monday.
day at 2 o'clock In the armory.

A nglers R escued

Our St. G eorge
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W hen Berry Fell

T h e Yacht O w ned by S. “Stand Up and B e C ounted” Final Chapter In Life o f War
L. Bickford Saves Four
Is the A ppeal M ade By
H ero W hose M em ory Is
Ralph
L.
Sim
m
ons
T
o Be A gain H onored
Dentists

Editor of The Courier-Gazette :—
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ate for Septuagesima Sunduy:
The public interest in honor ol
The past 20 years have accom
SEK.YIONETTK
Matins at 7.10; Holy Communion at
Major-General Hiram G. Berry will
plished wonders to make life agree
(7.30;
church school at 9.30; Holy
tlM .tl
welcome the following account of
W o u ld N o t D eny G od
Eucharist and sermon at 10 30; ves
able in towns like this. The radio Chancellorsville.
• -•»
pers at 7 p. m.
f »• *
Two great Christians have in
brings splendid music, fine advan
« • • •
curred
the
wrath
of
Hitler—one
On Sunday morning, the third of
none the worse yesterday.
tages of education, and good fun in
Morning
worship
at the Unlvcrof them a Protestant minister.
The yacht Maybick, owned by S to our homes, where we can enjoy May, while posted at the right of
asllst Church Is at 1045 when the
Martin
Niemoller.
the
other
a
Bert Larcom has been invited to
L. Bickford, New York and Cali everything as we rest after our la- ChanpellorsviUe.Gen. Howard whose Cardinal in the Roman Catholic
subject of Dr. Lowe's sermon will
division had been put to flight, rode
“COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
Edwin
Libby
Relief
Corps
met
conduct community services at K. P
fornia restaurant man, sighted the bors. Fascinating moving pictures up and said. "Gen. Berry, I am I Church. The Protestant, freed
be: "A Bridge for the Gulf." The
SHADOWS BEFORE”
hall Sunday at 3 p. m. There will be Thursday afternoon with a beano four dentists and the outboard mo are within the reach of all. Auto
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
church
school will meet in the ves
by
the
German
Courtis,
is
in
the
Feb 14—V alentine Day.
party the fourth in a series and
mobiles give us easy communication ruined!" Berry replied. Oil no G e n -!
Feb 14—R eading by Mrs. Maude An- special music by a well known vocal
try at noon: Mrs. Olover’s class at
custody
of
the
Nazi.
Ills
where
torboat
operator,
Laverne
Sweeting,
eral.
I
have
a
division
th
at
ncvai
diews Lincoln a t Unlveraallat vestry.
trio with accordion solos by Mr L a r  everyone trying for the capital prize struggling in the water shortly after with the world outside The im
her residence; Dr. Lowe's class a t
abouts unknown to his family
Feb 14-16— Kippy Karnival by Rock
The attendance was large and
provement of newspapers brings was driven an inch. I will put them
com. Everybody invited.
land High School.
the church and Kindergarten for
or
the
world.
Theodore
Cardin
Uie
accident
yesterday.
immediately
Into
the
breach
and
I
Feb 15-16 Junior Class play “Spring
many excellent prizes. A supper was
self-education to our town.
small children, dining the morning
Fever" at High School auditorium .
al lnnitzer is not, ut present. a
The
anglers,
revived
by
H.
Ray
regain
what
you
have
lost."
Twas
"Petticoat Prattle'' seems to be served under the direction of Mrs.
Feb 1 6 - M onthly m eetin g ol B aptist
The churches render more intelli
prisoner but his life has toeen service, in the vestry.
M ens League.
Bernice Hatch and Mrs. Elizabeth mond Brown, of the yachting party gent and helpful service than ever said, 'twas done. He put himself
Feb. 17 (3 to 9.301—E ducational Club increasingly popular in that Balti
threatened and he Is being per
• • • •
and
Christian
Dridahl,
tlie
yacht
at
thp
head
of
his
brave
men
and,
meets at Grand Army h all.
more Coast Guard publication. "The Mills. At the business meeting, the
befcre. Social organizations make
secuted in Vienna. Austria.
Feb. 17—Klppv Karnival Ball.
captain,
returned
to
their
camp
at
with
an
irresistible
charge,
they
“Spirit''
Is
the
subject of the Les
life very pleasant. If a person can't
Feb. 18. 19. 20 -C am den—O u tin g Club Foghorn." The author of the page death of a member (Mrs. Nora Ben
The charges against these
Isiamorada.
Tlie
dentists
were
drove
back
the
rebels
at
the
point
Carnival at Snow Bowl.
son-Sermon
th
a
t
will be read in
ner
was
reported
and
members
will
is Mrs Jack Passon of Rockland,
be happy in our town, his chances
Feb. 22- W ashington's Birthday.
Christians ure similar—misuse
all Churches of Christ. Scientist
meet at the G.A.R. hall Sunday to Drs. C. B. Young and David Aber- of being happy anywhere do not of the bayonet and retook the
Feb 22—Birthday B anquet o l Ladles who seems to have the knack.
of their pulpits, inciting the
A.J at Pratt Memorial M ethodist
ground which had been lost.
attend the services a t Burpee fu n -)nathy of Hickory; R- R- Mowes, of seem good.
Feb. 5. The Golden Text Is; "Where
Church
In the temporary hush of battle people against the State, trouble
Feb
— F ifty -sev en th annual gift
County Attorney Burrows will ad- Cral parlor. The program contained F'0™ 1 City, and C. E. Mott, of Morthe Spirit of tlie Lord is, there is
If there is a better town to live
ball of A tlantic Engine Co. at Camden
that followed the successful onset, makers, supporters of Nonliberty” <11 Corinthians 3:171. The
dress the Klwanls Club Monday jokes by Mrs. Bessie Haraden, and gantown.
Opera House.
in than ours, some of us have never
Aryans in defiance of Hitler's citations from the Bible contain the
March 2—W aldoboro—Parent-Teacher night on "Juvenile Delinquency.'’
Gen. Berry directed Capt.. GreenMr. Bickford, owner of the rescue
vocal solo "The Old Rugged Cross"
heard of it. We don't have all the
As'.'n m eets a t C om m unity Garden
Club House.
following passages: "Teach me to
W.P.A. Administrator John C. Fitz by Mrs. Jennie Pietroski. The supper yacht is well known in Knox advantages that the big city offer*, l.algh to ride to Hooker's head purges. I t Is not singular that
March 2 5 --Spring concert sponsored
quarters for orders as to whether these men fall under Hitler's
do thy will; for thou art my Ge l:
bv Finnish com m ittee at Com m unity gerald who was to have been the next Thursday will be at 6 served County.
but we have the best advantage of
ban. for any Christian or Jew
Building.
he should hold hts position or not
thy spirit Is good; lead me Into the
speaker, cannot appear until Feb. 20. by Mrs. Nellie Hall and helpers.
all, consisting of good folks whose
April 6 Army Day.
might expect that; tout what is land of uprightness” (PsalmThen
dismounting
with
the
remain
May 17-20—High School stu d en ts go
friendship is a treasure, who are
on tour to W orlds Fair
der of this staff, he walked a few strange is that, originally both
Rumor spread along the water
143:10).
ready to help in cases of need and
Hector
G.
Staples.
Past
Depart
• • • •
rods to confer with Gen. Mott, the the Protestant und tlie Catholic
front yesterday afternoon to the
TIIE WEATHER
distress, who are full of good
ment
Commander,
American
Legion,
senior officer of his division, and. were favorable to the Nutional
Survey Show s That W om en
effect that the steamer Kennebec
At
Uie
Congregational
Church tl thoughts about life and work, and
on his return, when but a short dis Socialist party.
of the Seaboard Navigation Co. had and present national executive com
unified
service
of
public
wor hip
H
ave
Real
Problem
In
Tlie cold spell appears to have
who have an intelligent idea of what tance from where the members of
The trouble with these two
arrived with flag at half mast. It mitteeman, alternates for the De
and
church
school
is
at
10.30.
The
blown out to sea. replaced by a com
is
going
on
in
the
world.
It
is
a
partment
of
Maine,
has
recently
re
Dress
his staff stood, was struck in the great churchmen is the same,
proved, happily to be an optical illu
Uieme of the sermon by Rev. Cor
forting temperature around the 30's.
good place to live tn. because living arm close to the shoulder by a neither of them would deny
ceived the appointment by Judge
win H. Olds will be "Co-operative
Rudy Vallee likes his women on is not very expensive, and- you can
IBooks now as though the St. Valen sion
Richard Hartshorne, Newark, N. J„
rifle minnie ball, which passed their God. Thirty centuries or
Living—a Christian Solution to
tine Day beano parties would be
get
more
of
the
good
things
of
life
their
toes,
but
he
doesn't
want
tlie
national
chairman
law
and
order
G rand Army hall ls being equipped
downward through his vitals, lodged more ago Shadrach, Meshach,
Many Problems." Comrades of the
an unqualified success and that the with a new lavatory and toilet, first committee of the American Legion, toes to show. He likes high bseia, for a moderate price than tn big
and
Abeduego
ruled
over
Baby

in his hip. and killed him ahnos!
Way
will meet a t Uie church u i 4 00
Cum<ten Snow Bowl would have an of several improvements which will as one of tlie three members of the
places.
lon, .under the groat King Nebimmediately.
but not toe-le.ss sandals. Is a suck
p
m.
for an outdoor hike and meel unusual experience of having some be made there by the Civil War Me American Legion in Maine which is
We all want to see our liome town
"I am dying." he murmured, achtidnezzar. and thus they de
big at Uie Colngregational camp on
snow in it when the big show comes morial Association. The Associa co-operating with other nation-wide er for large hats and satin.
go ahead and make progress, but "carry me to the rear;” and in fied that ancient Hitler. "If It
Charles LeMaire. who design; cos are we all doing what we could to
Juniper hill. Comrades will tak
off. Traveling on the trunk lines tion will have its annual meeting organizations in sponsoring a legis
dicating by a feeble shake of the so be, our God whom we serve
their own lunch, and cocoa will be
ideal after the storm, but a bit tick Tuesday night at 7 o’clock.
accomplish
that
result?
People
may
tumes
for
stage
and
.screen
leans
lative program for crime control, as
head to his inquiring aid that he is able to deliver us from your
provided a t the house Tlie discus
lish if you work very far to the
drafted by the interstate commis heavily toward th- romantic Eddie ask what they can do. They may had no particular wish to express, fiery furnace: but If not. be it
sion on "Styles. Manners, and
northward of the Best Place on
The Rockland Post made its debut sion on crime. The co-operating per Duchin likes high hair do's, exposed say they can't give big sums of hts spirit ascended to its reward.
known unto thee. O King, th a t
Morals” will be held at the house
Earth.
mone y and establish needed insti
tn local newspaper circles Thursday. sonnel for crime control legislation
we
will
not
serve
thy
gods;
nor
His body, after being greeted with
ears, low cut evening gowns—but no
• • • •
tution. Nor can they go out and an outburst of regret and sorrow worship the golden image which
I t is a tabloid published and edited In Maine is: American Bar Associ
Ephraim Lamb is ill a t his home by Thomas Holmes, a former mem ation Hon. J. Frederick Burns. Houl orchids.
induce some new industry to move from Gen. Hooker at the Chancellor thou hast set up."
Sunday notices at the Methodist
on the New County road.
Walter Huston says the best tn and provide more jobs
ber of The Courier-Gazette's job ton: American Legion, Col. Frank E
Over the intervening centuries
house, was conveyed back to Fal
Episcopal Church include- 10 CO.
There is one thing they can do mouth. On the way it was met by men of God react the same. Men
office staff, and Is added to hla chain Iziwe, Dept. Commander and Legis dressed women wear simple clothei.
Morning worship — quartei, "O
who would not deny God—Hitler
Crows cawing yesterday, but per of newspapers which includes tWJ lative Chairman, Raymond E. Ken James Montgomery Flagg, famous which will help a great deal, and |a squad of the Fourth Regiment
Gladsome Light," Sullivan and "Th ■an never understand such men.
haps they are no more reliable than tn Lincoln County.
dall. Alfred. National Executive illustrator who should know, cays tliat is to spend their money at who learning that the body of their
King of Love My Shepherd !-"
home. That builds up home town former commander was being car
—William A. Holman
the ground-hog.
Committeeman: and Hector O . S ta
Shelley: sermon subject. "Th?
The odor of illuminating gas ples. Rockland, alternate National women who have sex appeal should business, and when home town busi ried toy. desired to have tt laid
Needy Multitudes." Matt. 15:34
ness improves, it can employ more down, and each one of tlie brave
Knox Aerie of Eagles will have aroused the household of John A. Executive Committeeman; Associa dress to it 200':.
At S t Peter s Church (Episcopal) "And Jesus said unto Uieni hawStevens,
Talbot
avenue,
at
2
o'clock
And
so
it
goes!
Woman's
Day
people, and it can supply more com fellows came forward, kissed the Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, tlie serv many loaves have ye.” Evenin';
tion
of
Attorneys
General,
Hon.
very important business matters to
discuss at Tuesday night’s meeting. Sunday morning and investigation Franz U. Burkett. Attorney General. Magazine asked eignt famous men plete stocks of goods. ALso it is able cold brow of the man they had loved ices for tomorrow will be appropri- service; music by Young people',
by Central Maine Power Co. officials Augusta: Conference of Commission- how they like women to dress, and to pay more taxes, which makes it and first followed into the battle
chorus with address by Uie pastor.
"Trying to Make Up for Lost Time
Members of American Legion showed the fumes to be entering the es on Unifom Strate Laws, Hon. those are some of the replies report possible for the town to keep add field, and then silently and tear
ing improvements. Back up your fully took their places In the ranks. benediction by Rev. Jos. Kallock; Dan. 5:25 "Now let Daniel b?
Auxiliary unit No. 1 are requested cellar via an old brick drain.. This Harry L. Cram. Portland. Hon. John ed in the February issue.
was
cut
on
the
outside
by
the
aid
Vincent
Price
likes
crazy
hats,
ex
home
town industries if you want The corpse, under the care of Capt succeeded by the procession, com called. 9 30, Friendly Men's Bibl •
P Deering. Saco and Hon. Herbert
to meet Sunday afternoon at 1.30
„
Greenhalgh, after being embalmed prising the military and Masonic
in Legion hall, to attend funeral of the Water Company's pneumatic E Locke. Augusta; Interstate Com treme clothes; and says no woman to see the home town go ahead.
bands,
the
Bangor
and
Rockland
digging
equipment.
Since
then
up
You can't expect to earn monev and receiving the highest honors,
mission on Crime. Hon. Franz U. should wear slacks except Hedy La
day School; 6 30, Epworth League,
services for Mrs. Nora Benner.
to press time today crews have been Burkett. Attorney General. Augusta. marr. Guthrie McClintic, famous in any job or business, unless you civil, military and Masonic at Wash bands of music, military officers and leader, June Chatto
guard of honor, and following the
producer and married to one of the put good solid effort Into that acti ington and Portland arrived in this
All Comrades of the Way are to digging on Talbot avenue, seeking
(uneral car. the Oeneral's three war
the
elusive
leak
in
the
gas
main.
theatre's best dressed 'Aomen, K ath vity. So don't expect to obtain the city May 9 in charge of the com
meet at the Congregational Church
"A Noble and Honorable Titli ”
horses, his family and relatives in
erine Cornell, says the only answer best results out of your home town, mittee which had been sent on to
at 4 p. m. Sunday afternoon for an
carriages, his military staff, various will be tlie sermon topic by Rsv.
At yesterday’s meeting of the Ro
to being well dressed is the answer unless you put in solid work for the Portland for that purpose.
outdoor hike to tlie Camp on
Charles A Marstaller at tlie L i l t ! ■tary Club there were 51 members
On the appearance of the steam official personages, guests and citi
to the question, "Does it look all btnefit of the town
Juniper Hill. Each Is to take his
A.
B.
Crocker
field Memorial Church Sunday
zens.
which
moved
down
Lime
Rock
present and four visiting Rotarians
right on me?"
Your home town would not make er. minute guns were fired and the
own lunch, and cocoa will be served
morning a t 1030. The music will
and
up
Main
streets
to
the
cemetery.
from Camden. C. W. Babb. J. H.
Morton Downey, ducks the ques any great progress if it were not for bells of Uie churches tolled, the
at tlie house. The discussion will
Montgomery. S. L. G. Sutherland Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— tion altogether with, "Clothes were the efforts of its business people to flags of the shipping displayed at where the usual Masonic und mili include an anthem by Uie choir
be held at tfie house, following
Subject. "Wandering Albatross." never lovelier—women never looked promote its interests. When you half mast, the stores and principal tary ceremonies were performed, the and a selection by the D ornu l
and C. K. Hopkins Bert Bachman,
lunch.
half-hour guns, the tolling bells, quartet The Church School m e e t.
field representative of the Red Cross, famous bird of song and story of better."
give the home people your patron buildings in Main street draped in the closed -places of business, and at 11.45; the Young People's vesper
travels. "And from my neck so
Perhaps Charles Le Maire. de age. you enable them to do more mourning. At Atlantic wharf, with the assembled crowds, variously es
The Sophomore Class of Rockland and whose mission is an education
service a t 5 o'clock and the Chris
free, the albatross fell off'' (From signer. gives the most professional
a brief address from its chairman.
for your home town
High School will not carry out its on first aid and life saving, gave a
timated at from 5,000 to 8000. testl- tian Endeavor convenes at 6 o'clock
"The Ancient Mariner ).
talk,
stressing
especially
what
to
do
Joseph
Farwell,
Esq
the
committee,
advice:
usual custom in having a remem
A “double play" in baseball puts
J tied the general regret of the city Praise service and sermon comes
As this water fowl weighs up to
"While my job is dressing women. two men out at one time. Similarly which had been sent on to Portland and whole community'! which was
brance booth at Kippy Karnival. and what not to do for experienced
at 7.15, the topic being “Lest W?
35 pounds, has a wing spread of
swimmers
as
well
as
these
just
learn
I have to please men. too. Tlie you make a double play in daily life, delivered over its precious charge to ; well expressed by his fellow citizen.
tu t iustead will have a penny arcade
Forget." There will be a selection
from seven to 12 feet and feathers
ing.
The
Red
Cross
by
its
educa
the
committee
in
wailing
as
rephusbands pay the bills and design with money spent at home. It sup- 5
and home preserves booth.
Z.
Pope
Vose
Esq
,
in
a
requiem,
the
by
the Young People's Choir and u
two
inches
thick,
it
must
have
been
tional program has materially less
ers must eat! The average man is plies your own needs at minimum resentatives of the city, in whOJ- j second and last stanzas of which
vocal
solo by Mrs. Sidney Munro
a
great
relief
to
the
Ancient
Mar
Battle highlights and announcers' ened the drownlngs in the country’
conservative—you can see that from cost and at the same time it builds behalf a response was made by were as follows:
Tlie conununion will be- observed at
iner to have it fall off. Some
Hon.
S.
C.
Fessenden;
and
the
description of every knockdown of
the way he dresses himself. But he up the home town.
"Toll! bells. In sad nest, toll'
the close of Uie service. Player
The first In a series of Church writers declare the albatross has a
the Joe Lcuis-John Henry Lewis
likes color—maybe because be can
Your solem n anthem roll!
If you want a better town, im coffin in a hearse draped with nameeting
Tuesday night at 7 30
School Nights to be held in the First wing spread of 17 feet, but from
City
th
a
t
gave
him
weep'
fight will be shown in the Paramount
wear so little of it himself. Not prove that portion of it which Is tional flags attended by (lie guard C laim ing thia mournful trust.
Baptist Church between now and best authorities. 12 feet is the
• • • •
of
honor
with
reversed
arms
and
Take
back
h
is
lifeless
dust.
News Reel at Strand Theatre Sun
flashy colors, though . . . men lean under your complete control, con
Safely to guard and keep
Easter will be held Sunday evening. maximum. Sea captains who have
Tlie
second
sermon
on the Uieme
followed
by
the
family
of
the
de
day. Monday and Tuesday. An in
toward the soft, romantic shades, sisting of your home, your job, or
When Sum ter's cannon spoke.
The other two will be held on the sailed in their habitat for 40 yeais
"Christ and the Oreat Adventure "
ut th a t summons woke
terview with Joe Louts after the bout
because no matter what anybody your business. If you can see many ceased and a long train of citizens And
T housands to freedom's call.
first Sundays of March and April. and who captured and measured
will be given at the First Baptist
He w ent to win or fall.
will be shown.
tells you to the contrary, men are faults in your borne town, try to in carriages was conveyed to the
Where treason's fire outbroke;
All the departments from the Junior them have never found the wing
Church Sunday morning a t 10.30
family
residence.
the romantic sex!
T oll' to ll!
remove one or two of these defects
up will attend these services. Each spread to exceed 12 feet.
The
church school meeting a t noon,
Speak
from
each
Iron
tongue
After lying in state there in the
The regular meeting of Voiture
"I know quite a few women well yourself. If ethers do the same,
Grief th a t our hearts has w rung,—
class will be seated with their teach
The Harvard University Museum
furnishes
an opportunity for all to
full
uniform
of
his
rank,
adorned
Toll! -bells. In sadness, toll!
No. 1024, Forty and Eight, will be
past middle age who continue to many of these faults will be cor
er. The music will be furnished by has a specimen of the “Wandering
study the Bible The Intermediate
with
bouquets,
and
on
hts
breast
held at Legion ball. Rockland. Mon
wear baby pinks and blues because rected.
Write' pen of History, write!
different groups in the church school. Albatross." It sails along whether
C E. Society, wiUi Charles W hit
In words of burning light,
day at 8 p. m. Invitations have al
We are told that you have to give the Kearney badge, with the beau D-eds o f thia mighty day:
This Sunday evening the Brother In a calm or a furious gale the their husbands insist. They're not
more as the leader will meet at 4
tiful
wreath
of
flowers
offered
by
And to th e brave and free.
ready been extended to 60 members
suitable, these colors, but the hus in order to get. Many people ex
hood and Goago Classes of men will same, and seems to-shout above the
Saviors o f Liberty
o'clock The Endeavorer's Inspira
the
President
at
Washington,
until
of this honored society of the
bands wooed these girls in baby pink pect to get all the advantages of a
M illions sh a ll praises pay.
sing. Mr. MacDonald’s subject will roar of the gale. "Ha, ha! Never
tion Hour will open at 6 o'clock wiUi
Thursday the 14th, the body, be Tell how the wrong assailed.
American Legion who are anxiously
be "Some Pirate Captains.” These touched me! Why don't you blow and blue, and by Jove, they’ve got modern community, without giving neath a gloomy sky and the moan Tell how th e right prevailed;
Mr.
MacDonald bringing a message
And on th y deathless page.
awaiting the official visit of Smith
to keep that young romance going. any cf their own time, effort, and
are to be happy, informal services. the bird down?"
Bright n ln g from age to age
to the young people on "The Mas
ing
of
the
ocean
wind,
was
deposited
Dunnack of Augusta. Grand Chef
"Aside from the sentimental re money to produce those benefits
Be Its defenders hailed!
The powers of flight of the alba
The public is invited
ter. Uie Model Endeavorer.'' The
Write! write!
with parental dust in the Achorn
De Gare of the Grand Voiture of
tross are among the marvels of na sponse to color, I vg known no men The progress of our town is noi cemetery at Blacklngton's Corner. High on th e roll of fame
people's
evening service will O|ien at
Blazon our hero's name
Maine who will be accompanied by
ture. The origin of the propelling who liked beige, only a few who like hampered so much by the compe The obsequies which preceded Wrl'.et pen o f History, write!
BORN
7 15 witli the prelude, and big sing,
Dr. J. L. Welsburger Chief de Gare
Thompson — At Cam den Com m unity force has never been satisfactorily gray, and almost none who go for tition of near-by cities, as by Its
were performed in front of the
And now after a generation has assisted by the organ, piano and
of Kennebec County Voiture No. 308. H ospital, Jan. 31. to Mr. and Mm. Karl
explained. It is said to use head yellow or orange. Bright purples own failure to make use of the op hoitse, from a platform on which pawed away, a patriotic public is choir. T he church school is to be
Thom pson, a d au gh ter—Shirley Mae
A large delegation from Waldo M ank—At The L ucette. Thom aston.
and tail as rudders to steer its great are out, but orchids and lilacs are portunities within its reach.
were seated Gov. Coburn. Ex-Gov. devoted to the honor ol dedicating guests at this servioe, and Uie niusie
County will be present. Refresh Jan 28. ito Mr and Mrs Vernon Mank.
Towns are not like trees and
body.
It must be wonderful to very good. Black tremendous and
a son—Gordon Vernon.
will be furnished by t lie Brother
ments and all tire “Fixlns" will be
white as well . . . blue and red good, plants, which grow without their Washburn and other distinguished a public .square to the memory of a
(Hidings—At Vinal Haven. Jan. 31. watch it flying.
hood and Goago classes ol uien. The
perronages.
and
consisted
of
Scrip
fallen
hero
to
the
cause
of
freedom
served by Voyageurs Howard A. to Mr and Mrs. Ham uel Hlldlngs. a
doing anything about it. They are
If "Sea Breeze" should ever see but green only fair.
ture readings by Rev. Mr. Hart, General Berry Memorial and Im subject of Mr. MacDonald's sermon
Dunbar and "Mike" Ristaino. after daughter.
"Men like feminine clothes—not like an automobile or railroad train,
Starr—At West Rockport. Feb 1, to one around the Fox Islands, an nice
will be "Some Pirate Captains."
prayer and eulogy by Rev N Butler. provement Association.
the meeting. Plans will be made to Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge btarr. a sou
doodads hanging on Uiem, but the which has to be pushed along by
Bell— At T hom aston, Jan 30. to Mr. little tid-bit would be a 30-pound
attend the annual Washington's and Mrs. Roy B ell, a n o n -J a c k Russell cod or pollock—Just as an appe- clingy kind of feminine dresses. No power. The energy of the dwellers
Birthday Party at the Falmouth
ii2er, not as a regular dinner. The man-tailoring, please for tlie aver in our town constitutes that power
MARRIED
Hotel in Portland Feb. 18. sponsored
"Stand up and be counted." people
habitat
of this great bird is below age male. He can wear that him
rover—At Rockland Feh
by Cumberland County Voiture No 2. llilltrove-G
self.
But
if
you
do
tailor
your
say
when aid is needed for some
30
degrees
South
Latitude
and
is
by Rev Chester B Staples. Robert
E Klllgrove and M iss Josephine M
1003.
clothes, for his sake, have them well good cause. We need to stand up
rarely
if
ever
found
north
of
that
G iover. both of R ockland.
tailored. Men know good tailoring; and be counted in favor of every
latitude.
F IN E S T
By special request "High Pressure
n iRn
movement that promises to make
If you will consult your map, you women don't."
Homer" will be presented Feb. 8-9
W entworth—At Appleton. Feb. 3. wifi find that to be quite a few miles
for us a better community in which
O. W entworth, aged 85 years.
ST
at Universalist vestry by Commun Joseph
to live.
3 m onth. 5 days. Funeral Mondav at couth of Monhegan. Herring gulls
ity Theatre Guild. The play scored 2 30 o'clock from residence. Burial In fly over my head every day and I
Ralph L. Simmons
e Orove cem etery.
a rousing hit at its first presenta- P inCurrier—At
Cam den. Feb. 3. Ralph am three miles from Boston H ar
tation. It has a top notch cast per Currier, aged 72 years. Funeral Sunday bor. When I see an albatross fly
t 2 o'clock from O ood funeral home
fectly trained and performing like aBurial
In M ountain cem etery.
over. I shall report tlie event at
professionals.
15-16
Beveridge—At Braintree, M ass, Feb once.
N. C. C. 2
DINE AT THE
D o n 't g a m b le w ith c o a l. I n s te a d , h e r a u tio u a . T h e n
1. Frank M. Beveridge, aged 84 years
Funeral Sunday a t 2 o'clock from
Somerville, Mass., Feb. 2.

io;«‘ib

TALK OF THE TOW N

Four North Carolina dentists,
rescued by a yacht after the small
boat in which they were fishing
overturned three miles off Bowleg.^Key, Florida, apparently were

H ow Men Like ’Em

THE SAUNTERER

Better Be

Baxters

M

BURPEE’S
M O R T IC IA N S
A m b u lan ce Service
TELS. » 0 AND 711-1
M l-365 MAIN 8T , ROCKLAND
110-tf

MUFTOWN
CAFE

FOOD THAT IS—
•

TEMPTING

•

DELICIOUS

•

E C O N O M IC A L

367 M A I N S T ., R O C K L A N D

Foot of Spring Street

e *

D & H Anthracite

WHEN IN
ROCKLAND

T hom aston B aptist Church
Hull—At Brrmen. Jan 31, William
H. Hull, aged 77 years. Interm ent in
Enjoy yourself playing beano
H illside cemetery, Dam ariscotta
Nicholt—At M eth u en . Feb. 2. Frank Wednesday night at G A R . hall H Nichols, aged 75 years Funeral Sat adv.
15-lt
urday at 2 o'clock front Waltz funeral
hom e, Waldoboro.
Robinson—At C am den. Feb 2. George
Confidential Loan Co. is now lo
1W Robinson, aged 70 years. 3 m onths.
21 days. Funeral S u n d ay at 2 g> m. cated in its new quarters, upstairs
Burial In M ountain cem etery, Camden.
over Mid-Town Cafe. 367 Main St.,
Faulkner—At R ockland. Feb 3. Fred
erick Faulkner, aged 72 years, l l m onths Rockland. Entrance is from stairs
29 days. Services a t Russell Funeral
hom e today at 2 p m. Interm ent In inside the cafe. Tel. 190, Rockland.
Rockland
15-17
Em m om —At Bangor. Feb 2. Joseph
M elburn Emmons, formerly of Owls
Head, aged 57 years. 1 m onth. 11 days COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
Funeral Monday ut 2 o'clock from
Burpee funeral hom e
WORK WONDERS

Fussy Over Coni

y o u 'l l a v o id b u r n in g in f e r io r f u e ls th a t g iv e in f e r io r

N o w O n ly

h e a t in g resu lt*. B u y o n ly th e b e s t . . . I)«K H A n th r a c ite .

10c
A m bulance Service
•

R U SSE L L
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tr

CALL 487

A t Y o u r In d e p e n d e n t G rocers

Finest quality State inspected
Corn. Stock up now while this
extra low price is in effect.
Save Baxter's Finest Labels for
valuable Premiums.
H. C. B A X T E R
B ru n s w ic k ,

&

•

BRO.
M a in e

9S15

M. B. & C. 0 . PERRY
5 1 9 M A IN STR EET,
---------.

ROCKLAND, M
y

M tt
M ,.

--------- — ■
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Every-O ther-D ay
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P age Four

A tribute to the late •
his mind. Where was Bob Flagg? | “ Whatever it was got into him. it’s '
RAYMOND TAYLOR'
To Billy Wheeler it seemed that !
going to cost us plenty."
the appearance of Bob Flagg, and
“ I don’t believe he knows a horse I
Z\
Word has been received from
this alone, could give them any track from a hound's ear," Dunn 1
z\ z> Z\
zs Z
zxS
chance to extricate the 94 from the declared angrily. "He puts me in '
Dorchester.
Mass., of the death of
MRS LOUISE MILLER
trap it was in.
Raymond Taylor a t Forest Hills
mind of some old moss-horn—he i
10 II
9
8
b
7
Correspondent
3
5
4
2
1
Marian Dunn, he noticed, still paws and blows and honera, but
Ho pital He was sick at home one
Z
S zs
ZN. zx
z\
zs
stood talking to Val Douglas, linger- | what’s he know about it when he
week and on the consultation of sev
i3
14
11
ing outside the door of the ranch gets through? Nothing."
Tel. 27
eral doctors was advised to go to
house. In the stillness of the night
“ I’m not so sure." Billy Wheeler
the hospital as his case was diag
he could hear the low continuous said.
17
lb
15
A group of young people of the nosed as streptococcus Everything
murmur of Val's voice, talking
“Name one thing he found out!"
steadily—doubtless in ^is own be
“ He figured out that the murdered Baptist Church met Thursday qjgnt in worldly power was done to save
20
19
half. And he could see Marian's man was not Magoon.”
at the parsonage to celebrate the , hltn as Mr Nash a -,d Mr. O'Neil
lowered profile against the yellow
Horse snorted in disgust. "I don’t founding of Christian Endeavor submitted to two blood transfusions.
23
light of a window pane. It was believe it. Coffee thought he had to They organized a new society in the He
21 21
to rally forth for awhile
curious how every suggested line of
say something, so he said the first' ct,urcn The first regular meeting [
pneumonia set in and took the
that girl, every least bend of her thing come into his head. Every
2 b
i
15
14
head could move Billy Wheeler, sign we got points to the fact that will be held Sunday at 6 o'clock m | one chance In a hundred that h?
twist him inside.
Lon Magoon was killed, in his own the vestry. Carroll Vaughan will be had to get better.
3o Si
32 33
n
, Then a strange thing happened— saddle, and on his own horse, and leader
Everybody knew “Ray". He had
Plans were made for a
W
strange in that Billy Wheeler had al at Short Crick.”
JOeorge Washington party to be held spent the last 25 summers tn Maine.
3b i
37
most a forenotice of it. As he sat
35
34
’T m thinking now." said Billy 1after the prayer service Feb. 22. Weekends, through spring and au
there alone in the dark he now found Wheeler, “that we can prove that At that time officers for the new
tumn saw him coming back to “Va- himself keenly aware of the peopled one way or the other—right here
4A
&
41
4>
organization will be elected. After cationland" that he loved so well.
In the little time I've been here.
layout about him—aware of the ex- and now."
THE STORY
the business of the meeting had He worked for 29 years at Walter
Rorse Dunn sat up slowly, hitch- act location of the men in the bunk
"How?”
44
43
CHAPTER I—Billy Wheeler, wealthy lng himself square in his chair, house, of the ponies in the corrals.
“We've still got his saddle, been transacted, games were played Baker & Co.. Dorchester, retiring
young cattleman, arrives at the 94 ranch, “Maybe some of my boys have been It was a peculiar sensation, as if
and
a
candy
pull
enjoyed.
three
years
ago
on
account
of
a
bone
haven’t we?"
summoned by his friend Horse Dunn, its
47
4 ft 49
4b
elderly and quick-tempered owner, be a little hazy and loose-spoken about he were suddenly more awake than
45
"It's still under my bunk."
Parent-Teachers' Association met trouble that had crippled him to
cause of a mysterious murder. Billy is where they've been, and when. No before, as awake as a man in a
“Let me see it."
in love with Dunn's niece Marian, whom
Thursday night at the High School some extent.
he has not seen for two years. She had man knows what he's up against ring battle, or a man in danger,
Horse Dunn stared at him irrita- building. Plans for holding a May i Always of a sunny disposition he
52
51
50
rejected his suit and is still aloof. Dunn's here. Take Gil, here—the sheriff
And
especially
he
was
aware
of
ranch is surrounded by enem ies, tncludtht^wajTto
Bal1
in
conJunUon
with
the
Friendlooked
at
all
times
on
the
bright
ing Ltnk Bender,. Pinto Halliday
_ and mixed him up. And why? Because the dark, silent brush country at
55
54
Sam Caldwell, whom he has defeated in qjj woujd trv t0 stand by his side his back, where buckbrush and des- the clean bare room in which he ship Patent-Teachers
53
Association side of
-* life,
’•*- and1 his passing has left
his efforts to build a cattle kingdom.
' ____ ,
.
. ... .
Dunn directs his cow hands. Val Doug- riders even if lie knew every la s t ert juniper stood thick behind the lived. By the yellow light of the were discussed. The next meeting an emptiness in his home never
las, Tulare Callahan and others to search
.»
w a s c u ilty. I f VOU hold corrals.
out there
for the killer's horse. He explains to one 01 ,
. 6
y
,
.
, Somewhere
.
, . .a lamp the fine old saddles on their will take the form of a buffet supper to be filled. He enlightened every
V E R T IC A L (C o n t.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
H O R IZ O N T A L
Billy that the morning before he had that against him, then maybe you twig cracked, and his nerves jerked.
racks against the wall glinted clean- and wm be held March 2 at the one he came in contact with cheery
8 - A .g u e
com
e upon
bloodstained
_
38-Titters
1 -F o u n d a tio n s
Something in that black mile of ly from silverwork and steel. Dunn community Garden Club house. A
Creek
and
found
the
t
J
7
.
X
S“
'lo
g
s-b
u
t
you're
nuts!
Creek and found the trail of a shod and
words and a smiling countenance
9 - G irl'e nam e
4 1 -H a te
6 -S o r r o w fu l
Old Man Coffee spoke past the brush was as awake as he.
unshod horse. The shod horse's rider
sat down on . box antI hooked h.s (
jQhn
10- One cu bic m e te r
and always left behind fond mem 9 —Civil S ervice C lu b 43- Showers
had been killed. The body had disap pipe stem in his teeth. "I suppose
Then
abruptly
the
silence
broke,
elbows on the table behind him.
f
,
peared and no one was reported missing
11- S u rre n d e rs t it le
4 4 - A flower
(a b b r .)
.
,.
. ... iNcwburn was elected chairman of ories where e'er he went. His was
Link Bender had arrived at the scene that lets vou out. too?" He sat look- definitely, once-and-for-all, as if the
17-S cen ta
"Horse,
how
big
a
man
is
this
4 5 - Cheeks
1 2 -A a c e n d
and read the signs the way he had Dunn ing at Dunn steadily, a little smile night's shell
of stillness h a d
supper
committee
a
noble
character,
spotless
and
1 9 -M u iic a l s tu d ie s
47-Race
reveals that because of a financial crisis
Lon Magoon? About my size?”
1 $ -B e fo re
cracked.
the ranch may be tn Jeopardy; his on his face.
2 1 - Japaneae coin
5 0 - River in Scotland
Walter Stafford of Burnt Island clean. He had such a marvelous 14- 0 in e d
"Hell,
no!
Not
by
eight
inches.
enem ies may make trouble since Sheriff
Behind Marian's shadowed silhou
Horse spread his hands in front
2 2 - A v e g e ta b le
5 1 - Greek goddess of
Walt Amos ts friendly with them. He
Little short wiry feller—put you in Coast Guard will be weekend guest disposition, never an unkind word 1 5 - T a u t
2 3 - Puta up w it h
says he has asked Old Man Coffee, the of him on the table, as if he would ette the window glass itself shat
the
dawn
1
6
T
o
ile
d
to
anyone
and
in
spite
of
the
trouble
country's best trailer, to Join them.
jump across it. and his voice rose tered. as if it had exploded inward: mind of a grasshopper, or a flea.” 1of his brother. Joseph Stafford and
2 8 -F lo w o f th e w av es
52- Eagles
1 8 -C o u p le d (H e r .)
th a t racked his whole frame he
Wheeler hauled out Magoon's sad- family.
2 8 -V iew
53- Editors (abbr.)
CHAPTER II—Dunn and Billy meet like the voice of a bull. “ If y°u out in the brush sounded the ringing
2 0 - W o rs h ip
smiled through it all and was least 2 1 - O ld m usical in a tru 5 4 - ln no m a n n e r
Amos. Link Bender, his son "the Kid" say I lied, then by God name what crack of a rifle. Then there was si- die. Billy measured the length of
3 1 - Looklng s ly ly
Misses
Genevieve
Creamer
and
and Cayuse Cayetano. an Indian trailer,
3 2 - H a lf em a
the
stirrup
leather
with
his
arm
—
I
55Ravea
tence
and
the
window
against
which
concerned
about
bis
'aches'
than
m
e
n
t
you
mean!”
at Short Creek. Bender has found the
..
.
. __ Dorothy Creamer of Portland are
33 - Full of m o is tu re
slain man s horse, but the saddle is
2 3 - Eccleaiastical
..
..
.
.
... .. , those near to him.
“To hell with you,” Coffee said. Marian had stood was empty except stirrup in armpit, fingers upon the
m issing. Almost supcrnaturally. cattle
..
......
spending the weekend with their
35 - O im inish
v e stm en ts
for the lamp-lit gleam of its shat tree
attracted to the scene by the blood-1 Without lif t in g his voice
V
E
R
T
IC
A
L
,
In the three years of retirement 2 4 - E v e n (e o n tr.)
3 6 - K lnd o f dog
"I stand five-eleven." Wheeler ' P“ rcnU' Mr and Mrs Mil‘on
stained ground, stamp out all the traces. .
•<Vnn'11 n ith o r back what you tered glass.
Dunn is angered when Amos tells him
J ° u “ e l , n ®r D“ CKU
„ - r .„ nn
3S -E xc h sn g e
he had two trips to California, each 2 5 - C le a n in g cloth
Wheeler's
breath
jerked
in
his
said.
"Yet
these
stirrups
are
too
i
Creamer
not to leave the county. Following an said,
the outraged Horse Dunn
3 9 - A u ric u la te
si
1 - Flying mammal
Western trip covering 10.000 miles. 2 7 -S c o ld t
argument. Bender draws his gun. but stOrm ed “or you'llswaller
it throat; he dropped to the ground long for me to ride. Horse, the
Thomas Woodbury of Damaris4 0 - E m p loys
'
2Metric
land
measure
Dunn wounds him tn the arm. Back at 5
•
29A
ch
urch
official
tnd raced for the house.
the ranch Old Man Coffee arrives, with , whole!
man that rode this saddle was over cotta was a visitor Thursday in A fter’ all he would say "There ‘s
3- Celebrating in song 4 2 -E a rth ( L a t i n )
(a b b r .)
a pack of hounds. Bill notices Martan Is
••That I won't do either." Coffee
no place like Maine."
In the dark beside the shattered six feet tall."
4 4 -A s a is ta n t (a b b r .)
4 - Prussian c ity
cold to Dunn. Coffee goes in search of
tn a t 1 won l a
3 0 - V io le n tly k ille d
town.
window Douglas was holding the
4 6 -tn a g r e a te r degree
His funeral was held Jan. 22 at 3 4 -F r e e s from d ir t
the dead man's saddle. Dunn tells Billv j said.
5- Appeared
Horse came across the room in
Charles H Howard of Augusta the Methodist Episcopal Church 4 7 - A com pas p o in t
4 8 - An insect
6 - B arter
lnhg",oM :er;r.n
e disputes*bv
f t ’ For a moment Horse Dunn stared girl in his arms, and though she two strides and dropped to one knee
4 9 - A le tte r
7- A c o n s te lla tio n
reveals that the ranch ts really hers } at him blankly; then he sat down, clung to him. Wheeler saw that the beside Billy.
"Damn it, I know . Is passing several days at his home in Dorchester. Rev Mr Doran offi
(abbr.)
since she inherited it from his brother; (
j (h flar_ e w e n t ou» of his eves, wagon boss was holding her up. He that's Magoon's hull!"
(here.
also that he recently sold his own ranch ana ln e narTle w e n l out os m s e . e .
(Answer To Previous Puzzle)
ciating. Two of his favorite hymns
in Arizona and that his partner. Bob giving place ho something ugly.
1 heard Douglas say, “Are you hurt?
“You mean it was Magoon's hulL [ Mrs. Maude Clark Gay visited were sung by members of the choir,
F lagg, is en route with the money.
can't stand for that. Coffee." he Are you—”
C U SH IN G
SB 30Q 3
accompanied by the organ. "The
CHAPTER til — Billy accom panies said. "You know I can't stand for
Billy Wheeler cried out, “In God's You can see the short-rig bends Friday in Augusta,
worn
into
the
stirrup
leathers.
But
E E BDt?
Marian on a ride to Short Creek. "Kid"
name, Marian—"
Old Rugged Cross" and "In the
The
worst
storm
of
the
winter,
Capt.
Ralph
Pollard
and
G
ar
Bender, now a deputy, rides up. They that."
DHarilllCTO
Marian's voice said shakily, "I'm since then the leathers have been land Day were In China Wednes Garden
have an argument, and by a trick Bend
After
the
regular
serv
“I
can't
help
that."
Monday night and Tuesday brought
let down long, and laced there with
r a sB B E an m raR
er tries to shoot him. Billy saves him
"You don’t give me any choice." ill right.”
self by plunging against Bender's pony.
day night where Captain Pollard ice full military honors were ac severe cold and high wind, which
a n n pnn rc
rawhide
whang.”
"You hit?"
said Horse Dunn thickly. "Y’ou sure
corded “Ray" by 50 of his war piled the snow in many places, and
B H uraan
CHAPTER IV—Coffee returns to the
Horse Dunn measured the stirrup addressed Central Lodge. FA M .
“No."
you
want
to
stick
to
what
you
said?"
ranch with the saddle and reveals that
buddies from the Oid Dorchester gave the snow plow; employment
leathers
against
his
own
arm.
Then
"Get
a
gun!”
said
Val
Douglas
Mrs
Bessie
Kuhn
and
Mrs.
Gladys
Ca> use Cayetano Is on the trail tor Sher
“Naturally."
,
rarcn n aP R
iff Amos. The saddle belonged to Lon
"If you don't want to work with crazily. “We was standing here, he forked the saddle where it lay, G rant were Portland visitors F ri Post of which he was a member. for a day and a night.
Magoon. a small-time cattle thief who.
jamming
his
feet
into
the
stirrups.
During the war he was wireless
according Io range law. deserved such me—I’ve got along all right so far. and somebody took a shot at—”
Many residents are filling ice
day.
B B E F S O iDDIlHB
a (ate Billy learns he Is to be arrested
Wheeler turned and ran for the "Tall as me." he breathed, unbe
operator at Port Adams. R. I. After houses, since the cold spell. The
and I guess I’ll be able to go on
3[2En a n a
for assaulting "Kid" Bender.
Mrs. Harold Perry was hostess to
lieving.
He
stared
at
the
saddle
in
bunk
house.
Half
way
he
almost
struggling along. I—”
the services the funeral wended its
CHAPTER V—On the sheriff's orders.
crashed i n t o Tulare Callahan. credulously for several moments. her bridge club Thursday night way to beautiful Cedar Grove where young people have been enjoying
’’Wait," Billy began. “You—"
Billy and the ranchmen drive into In
the skating.
"Do you reckon," he said at last. Guests were Mrs. Richard Gerrv.
spiration. On the way. Coffee tells him
“Shut up. Wheeler." Coffee said "What’s up?"
BBE3QB H DE
that the murder victim was not shot by
Miss Edith Stevens, a U. of M.
"Get the boys o u t” Wheeler told “that infernal old lion hunter would Mrs. Austin Miller. Mrs. Myrtle the firing squad took possession
'You’ve acted like you've wanted
the man riding with him.
and
taps
was
sounded
for
one
who
let
down
those
stirrups,
just
to
get
senior has arrived home lor a
out of this ever since I got you in 1 him. “To hell with saddles, but
Marcho, Mrs Jam es Waltz, Mrs.
CHAPTER VI—Billy is disturbed when
us balled up?"
had gone to eternal rest.
week s vacation with her parents,
Marian seem s to De interested in Val it,” Dunn clipped out "All right get ropes and guns. Somebody fired
Roland
Bunts.
Mrs.
Edward
Gen"Look at the wear on the stirrup
As "Ray" lived, so he entered his Mr. and Mrs. R E. Stevens
Douglas
At a hearing before Justice then—you're out! And you can send into the layout—we've got to try to
M ED O M A K
Shafer, the sheriff, aided by Dunn's
leather. The saddle has been rid thner. Mrs. Arthur Brown and Miss eternal home; and left behind to
stampede over him in the brush."
enem ies, tries io incriminate Billv for me a bill for what I owe.”
Hom'’' Marshall and Alvaro Ol
attacking "Kid" Bender. When things
Mrs Nora Cotta and Mrs. Helen
Old Man Coffee stood up and
Behind the 94 layout the buck- den since the stirrups were let Carol Stevens.
mourn besides hundreds of friends
look dark, Marian refutes their false
tMUnXy.’ s"d"‘n1yr’wo’rd‘ “ TicewJd 1 stretched himself, a queer smile on 'bnish stood ragged, much of It down."
Mrs Willis Crowell entertained and relatives, are his wife the for son have t en cutting logs for F. L. Payson of Camden visited the past
Horse Dunn got up slowly and
that Cayetano has been slain.
his face. "Just send me a check for shoulder high to a mounted man; in
a t dessert bridge Thursday night mer Annie Savage, and his son Klllcran
week with their parents, Mr. and
went back to his seat on the box.
Doris D jvI? and Harlan Davis,
CHAPTER VII—Justice Shafer dis a million dollars," he said. He saun- its crooked brakes the hard sandy
Mrs. William Flint. Mrs. Kenneth Robert Taylor, who played last sum
Mrs Shuman.
For
a
long
time
he
sat
staring
at
m isses the charges against Billv. Back tered out into the dark.
I ground showed barren in the light of
Weston, Mrs. Lawrence Weston, mer on the Waldoboro baseball team studen'o at Thomaston High School
at Ihe ranch. Dunn and Marian again
Mrs. Frank Collamore has rethe
floor.
When
at
last
he
drew
a
Fnr a fp w m nm p n ts a fte r O ld Man j the near stars.
are at horn- with measles and Miss
have words. Dunn is disturbed when Coffee
had gTn™ ut the sV people
With some difficulty Billy Wheeler deep breath and got up. hi. move- Mrs. William Labe Mrs. A. E. Bogg.Coffee tells him that Lon Magoon was
The floral pieces were many and Gwendolen Stimpson. another stu returned from Knox Haspital.
not the murder victim.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Genthner
sat silent, unable to realize that thg restrained Gil Baker and Steve Hur- ments were those of a man pre Miss Marcia Blaney and Mrs. Bes beautiful. He resided at 74 Florida dent L I!! with mumps and measles
sie Kuhn.
[ old lion hunter was no longer of ley from spurring their ponies head- occupied.
street. Dorchester. Mass., when not at the heme of Melba Lumer in of West Waldoboro were callers last
long into the brush, as if they were
He got out a roll of adhesive tape,
j their number
Saturday at the home of Eugene
C H A PTER V III
Mrs. S. H. Weston was hostess in Maine.
T hem ' -ton
pulled off a boot and woolen sock,
Horse Dunn roused himself. "I trying to jump a bunch of steers.
Friday
afternoon
to
the
Baptist
—A
Friend
"Stick together, move slow, and and began to tape up the outside of
Mr. and Mrs. F L. Maloney of O enthner
The mountains were throwing always heard he was cracky. But
Miss Pauline McLain is visiting
keep stopping to listen," Wheeler his ankle bone, which appeared to 1Women s Missionary Society,
B 'g'iton. Mass, were guests last
their early lucid twilight across the now he's gone cracked altogether.
her aunt in South Hiram.
said.
“That's
our
only
chance."
I
be
skinned.
'T
v
e
got
to
take
a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wesley
Frost
of
I
suppose
the
old
fool
won't
even
weekend
of
his
mother.
Mrs.
Lizzie
range of the 94 by the time the cow
SPR U C E H EAD
They trailed into the bush slowly, hammer to those spurs," he said, Monmouth and Mrs. Hazel Baxter
Mr. and Mrs. C. H Shuman were
boys cleared their supper plates. stay the night—he'll go sleep in the
Maloney, who is in ill health.
single
file,
Wheeler
in
the
lead.
He
his
mind
on
other
things.
"Seems
at
Round Pond Sunday on a visit.
Well, f a i r
of Hartford. Conn, were in town
They had eaten in silence. But brush somewhere.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kinney a t
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Marshall
Mrs. Astor Willey was guest th ;
somehow in the interval since the enough! Somebody go catch him his had accidentally mounted a horse like they—”
Wednesday to attend the funeral of tended the President’s Ball Mon and son Albert of Boothbay passed
that believed in ghosts and it moved
"Horse—Coffee was right! The
conference in Billy Wheeler’s room, mule.”
their aunt Mrs Edith Robinson.
day night in Community Building. last weekend at Homer Marshall’s. past week of her parents. Mr. and
Two or three of them moved, but sidelong, stretching its nose warily man that died in this saddle was not
everybody there had learned that a
Mrs. A. D Gray entertained the
■Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Miller are re Mrs Norman Winehenbach at Dutcn
Miss Ethel Holbrook and Lavon
quarrel seemed about to smoke up Billy Wheeler wanted the job, and at the brush shadows, blowing long Lon Magoon.”
uneasy
whoofs.
Repeatedly
they
|
Sudden|y
Dunn
stood
up.
a
shag
Mending
Club
Wednesday
night.
covering
from injuries sustain’ d Neck.
he
took
it.
He
held
a
lantern
while
B. Godfrey were supper guests Sun
between Old Man Coffee and Horse
The Ladies Aid met Wednesday
gy towering figure, staring redly at Thme present were Mrs. Ethel Ben day of Mr and Mrs. Charles G rant last Saturday when their car turned
Dunn. So ncfw they still loafed in Coffee saddled his black mule. He halted to sit listening,
at
the home of Mrs Minnie McLain.
the mess shack, and nobody spoke knew it was useless to try to get the i For an hour they combed the dark Billy Wheeler. "Then, in God’s ner. Mrs. Gertrude Benner. Mrs. tn Friendship.
turtle in Appleton. Mrs. Miller susMr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier and
of seven-up. They rolled cigarettes two old men together again, but he brush, alternately walking their name, who'a dead?"
Bessie Benner. Mrs. Grace K en
and
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Joyce Of :tained 8,1 in^ red anklc
children and Mrs. Clara Oenthner
and lighted pipes, and a couple of felt that it was one of those things horses and listening.
. Wheeler regarded him without ex- nedy. Mrs. Evelyn Spear and Mrs.
Swans Island are a t the home of Miller severe injuries to his faro visited Sunday in New Harbor.
Not until they came out at the pression. Within the hour, a shadlamps were lit, throwing tall, huge that a man has to try. He kept
Olive Crowell.
Mrs. Joyce's parents Mr. and Mrs. and back.
shadows of the men on the walls trying to think of an angle of ap- foot of a barren rise did they realize owy hunch had come over him. He
W. C. Studley is visiting his sister
Mrs. Mildred Marshall is recover
Frank H. Nichols. 75 of Methuen. Elbridge Simmons for an indefinite
behind. They all knew that the 94 proach, but Old Man Coffee, whose , that they had wandered almost a knew that he had no proof for the
in
Portland.
ing from an attack of gall stones,
was up against a thrash-out, with packing up was easily done, was ] mile from their starting point. When thing that was in his mind; yet Mass., formerly a resident of this stay.
Mr.
and Mrs. Phillip Bramhall
you
have
seen
one
thicket
of
buck
ready
to
move
out
before
Wheeler
having
been
confined
to
her
homo
in itself.
somehow it stood clear and plain. He town died Thursday at McGowan
Philip M. York of White Head
brush by starlight you have seen went to the fireplace, and picked up
of Friendsh.p were callers Sunday
Horse Dunn broke the silence im had thought of a way.
two
weeks
During
the
first
week,
Old Man Coffee extended his hand. them all. They had pushed through an old branding iron that had been Hospital. Methuen, of pneumonia. Coast Ouard Station spent 24-hours she had 47 callers and the last, at the home of Ira Simmons.
patiently. "There sure ought to be
"Well,
so long, son.”
a hundred thickets, in which a man in use as a fire poker. He squatted He is survived by one sister and a liberty Thursday with his parents,
enough scrapping on this range
A beano party was held Jan. 25
week. 39.
"I’m
almighty
sorry.”
Wheeler
could have hidden under the very I on his heels, and with this sooty iron niece. Funeral services will be Mr. and Mrs. H F. York.
without hunting up trouble among
a t the home of Mrs. Julia Osier,
Word
has
recently
been
received
ourselves. In ordinary times this said, "to see you leave this case. feet of their horses—yet in that mile began to make marks on Dunn's held today at Waltz Funeral Home
Mrs. L. C. ’Elwell has returned from Mrs Edith iPeric who with prizes going to Mrs. Astor Wlllev
a t 230. Rev. C. Vaughn Overman
whole killing case wouldn't amount You’re needed here, if ever a man of country there were a thousand clean-swept floor.
home
from Hewetts Island where her rather. William Holman, ts liv- and Mre. Ralph O enthner Mrs
thickets
more.
The
riders
were
grim
was."
to a tinker's damn to begin with."
"Saying that the 94 is here," he officiating. Interm ent will be tn she passed two months with Mr,
"Tough," said Old Man Coffee. He and tight-mouthed.
ing in San Diego. Calif., where the Thomas Carter entertained this
“ I’m not so sure," said Old Man
said, marking a cross, "and Short Sweetland cemetery. South Waldo
swung aboard the black mule and
Eiwell Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Elwell latter recently celebrated his 92d week.
Horse Dunn met them at the cor Crick over here; then here lies that boro.
Coffee.
will spend the remainder of the birthday, with a party. Mrs. Perie
“What kind of a case have they sat looking down at Billy Wheeler rals. He had been prowling all over broken badlands called the Red
Mrs. Clara Collamore has returned
William H Hull. 77 of Bremen
got?" Horse demanded. “They can't from the saddle. “I kind of like
winter on the Islind with Mr. El
home from a visit with her brother
Sleep. Seems to me there used to died Jan. 31.
is
survived
by
a
you. son. You seem to have a lit
even find their everlasting stiff!”
be a trail across the Red Sleep,
well.
and daughter-in-law in Newcastle.
sister in Winchester. Mass, and one
“They’re pretty liable to find it.” tle more savvy than the others. So
leading over to Pahranagat."
Mr
and
Mrs.
Austin
Kinney
went
here's
something
for
you
to
keep
V inal H aven & Rockland
nephew. Norris Richards. Funeral
Old Man Coffee thought "When
"Yes. sure. But—’’
has lost the sight of one eye. which
they find It it’ll be about all they under your hat. I'm not out of this
Horse Dunn waited; Billy Wheeler services were held from the home Thursday to Wiley s Corner where
Steam boat Com pany
lias caused her severe pain and
they
will
spend
the
next
two
weeks.
need. If it’s Magoon, like you claim, case yct- I'm going to do one more
studied the floor. "Where would a Thursday, Rev. Vaughn Overman
ROCKLAND
they can show motive—you said Job before I go. I’m going to find
handicap, despite which she Is etill
man be coming from, passing over officiating. Interm ent was in Hillopenly that you’d kill Magoon if you
murdered man.”
the same active and alert woman
Short Crick toward the 94? Maybe— side cemetery, Damariscotta.
and
efficiency
of
the.
whole
system
DAILY
EXCEPT
SUNDAY
"You think you can?"
caught him on 94 range. They’ve
Pahranagat?"
as of yore. A former resident of
•
•
•
•
is
seriously
affected.
"Looks like I might Horse Dunn
got opportunity—by your own state
Read Up this town, she is remembered by
"Could,'’ Horse admitted dubious*
S chool News
That by reason of excessive cost Read Down
ment you were riding alone on Red —he ain’t in on this. He made a
A. M.
P. M.
,y
.
.
,
Citizens
who
have
studied
the
of conveyance and the number of 5.38 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00 many for her wide awake, business
Sleep Ridge that day, and the Red f°°l °f m e- an<^ himself too, when he
th e r? "‘
ra
SPUr endS ;statist,cs recentIy Polished in re- teachers necessary for so many
Sleep is within striking distance of 8ot buliheaded and held onto Ma
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40 like manner.
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
Short Crick. They can prove you goon’s saddle. I told him to turn
"Sometimes." Horse Dunn made | ,otlon to their schools have probably schools, salaries have had to be
8.15 Lv. Vtnal Haven,
Ar. 2.45
hid the dead man’s saddle—which it in to the sheriff—but no, he had
The firm that doesn't advertise
kept extremely low in order to
a sudden contribution, "Lon Ma- observed'
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1 30 Is like a merry-go-round without
they can stretch to make look like a to have his own way. This time I'm
That
too
wide
a
difference
in
goon
has
shipped
a
few
stolen
beef
keep
within
the
budget.
122-tf
concealment of the crime. And all running no chances. If I find the
music.
carcasses out of Pahranagat.”
teaching casts per pupil exists
That Is tlie situation. The sug
this says nothing about the killing of dead man, my next move will be to
Wheeler
nodded.
"From
Pahran
among
the
different
schools,
rang
gestion of Supt. Oray would be
take word to the sheriff."
Cayuse Cayetano."
agat the spur runs down the Little ing all the way from $.37 a week to to let those schools close which are
“And then—”
|
“What’s known about the killing
Minto to Plumas, then—let me $160 a week.
FLORIDA
"And then I’m going off in the
below the legal limit anyway, and
of Cayuse?"
see—”
"How do I know? We're so popu brush and sleep for a week.”
That six of these schools have an to close, by vote of the town, those
"Cheat Creek, Monitor, Sikes
"But look here! Do you realize,
lar around here we can’t even go
Crossing," Dunn supplied; “and so average attendance of less than 20. which are not just above the legal
look over Ace Springs without get if you do that the Inspiration crowd
and that two of these have an aver limit, but which are housed in
to the main stem.”
ting into a scrap with officers of will be holding every card in the
buildings which would require a
“And so to the main stem,” age of less than eight.
the peace—same as Billy got into deck? Where does the 94 come in?”
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modern In every way.
That
these
costs
are
greatest
in
large outlay of money to put them
i
Wheeler
repeated.
"And
maybe
an
"That's
your
worry.
But
I'll
help
at Short Crick.”
An enjoyable view from onr spacious rronnd-floor porches,
old-timer, a saddle man, working to the smallest schools.
in suitable condition.
Dunn slumped down in his chair you this much: you be up on Lost
which surround the hotel. Many rooms, with private balconies.
ward the 94 by train, would figure
That there are 10 rural schools,
It would be his Judgement also
and went to growling into his war Whiskey Butte tomorrow about an
it
was
better
to
come
by
Pahrana
hour
after
sun-up.
Tomorrow's
go
like beard. “I don’t believe you
and that six of the 10 have convey that if the conveyance system were
gat—and there pick up a horse?”
know any more about it than the ing to be my last day’s work on this
ance
routes running to them.
properly organized the seventh and
June to
Booklet
They were silent, and the back
case—1 hope. And we’ll see what
rest of us do.”
That nearly one-half of the pu eighth grades could be taken to the
ground of the outer night seemed
O
ctob er
“ I’ll put it stronger than that. we'll see.”
on
uncommonly still—perhaps because pils in these 10 schools are being r.ew building, leaving ample room
"I’ll be there," Wheeler said.
"I Don't Believe He Knows a
Maybe—" Old Man Coffee made
Hotel
Application
Old Man Coffee's hounds were gone. brought from other districts.
in the better rural buildings for the
Horse Track From a Hound's
each word separately h e a r d — “ And don’t you bring Horse Dunn
Maselyn
"A saddle-minded man,” Wheeler
That the money raised is being younger pupils whose parents wish
E ar.”
“ someone in this room knows a —or any of his hired men either.
Corner Second Street
repeated, "coming from — say— too widely scattered for the great them nearer home.
Or by golly, I’ll—”
Stamford
whole lot more than I know!”
and First Avenue
H.H.
Mase
Flagstaff.”
He
threw
the
branding
the place, rifle on his arm. He
“Okay."
Horse Dunn sat perfectly still, ex
He again reminds townspeople
est efficiency of instruction.
Del. Co.
When he was gone Billy Wheeler spoke low-voiced, but no one of them iron into the fireplace; it sent up a
cept for his eyes; his head did not
Manager
Moderate Rates
That In only one instance is the who read the forgoing article that
N. Y.
raise and no muscle of his face climbed to the top rail of the cor- would have crossed him then, any puff of white ash, against the black
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
changed, but his eyes whipped to ral, where he sat despondently eye- more than they would have fooled opening. “Horse, where was Bob conveyance cast per pupil less than this information and these sugges
the State average of $28.06. and tions are made for the sole pur
the old lion hunter’s face. After a ing the horizon stars. For the first with a 14-hand silvertip. His words Flagg last heard from?”
Dunn's voice came out thickly. that it ranges as high as $108, with pose of securing a clear under
moment he said, ’’Coffee, that’s one lime he felt an overwhelming sense came out as hard as pieces of rock.
"Go on and turn in," be told them. “Flagstaff," he said.
standing of the school situation on
rem ark you’re sure going to have of the 94’s helplessness against odds,
an average of $40.21.
to back dp.”
[Everything had gone against Horse "This is most likely all for tonight.”
That by reason of this situation the part of the people, 'and thus
(To
Be
Continued)
Once they were inside, Horse de
’T il say just one thing more. [Dunn; the outfit was confused, disand the number of small schools avoiding pointless and tjme-taking
manded of Wheeler, "What the devil
There’s scarcely a man in this room . organized, at a loss.
in operation the financial vitality argument In towp tn^ettegBEAD
THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
that hasn't lied to me at least once. J One question stood ou£iargely in got into Old Man Coffee?"_______
.
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Splice M ain B race

Mr. F arrow ’s V iew s

Page F ive

NO RTH HOPE

R ockland Since 1868

Candelmas Day, was cloudy so

A t C ascade A lley s W orm W ou ld H ave State A bandon Mr. Ground Hog did not sec his
“Fad” O f Preserving Its shadow Does that mean an early
Turned and B it H and

Portland Writer W ant* the
Facts For M em oirs Or
Childhood”

Spring? Certainly does not look
nor fee] like Spring now.
Mr. and Mrs. U. G. P e a e and Mr.
Portland. Jan. 26
The steamboat North Haven "There was an old m onk of 8lberla,
Belfast. Jan. 31.
Whose life it grew drearier and drearier
and Mrs. Alton Pease visited June
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
failed to make the trip from Rock TUI
Editor
of
The
Cou
rier-Gazette:—
he broke from his cell.
I thank you for your prompt de
land Monday and Tuesday owing W ith an u n god ly yell—
I noted in your paper of late th e )Pease Sunday in Portland. Quincy
And eloped w ith the M other Superior.”
Peabody
was
the
driver.
livery
of the back papers, they ar
to the blizzard.
progress on the addition to the
The above little Jingle just about
Mrs. Ida P e a e had as guests Sun
rived
so soon after sending the
prison
a
t
Thomaston
and
al60
the
Deputy Sheriff W arren J. Billings,
eptomizes the feelings of the Skip
money order, that I was surprised.
statement regarding deficiency of day her daughter-in-law Mrs Helen
made an official visit Monday to
pers as they emerged victorious over
I am wondering if I am right in
in cell room even after that was P e a e and granddaughter Ernestine,
North Haven.
the chesty Ganders in their weexly
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Pease and child
sending this letter to your paper,
built.
Would
it
not
help
matters
Mrs. Theodore Nutting and broil-fest at the Cascade Alleys
ren.
or if I should write directly to each
daughter Nar.cy, are visiting rela Monday night, for it had been so somewhat if the State were to Callers at Willow Brook Sunday
party. If I do not see the letter in
abandon its fad of the preserva
tives in Lincoln.
Attractive instrument panels finished in natural c o n tr o ls and th e m e d a llio n on th e g lo v e c o m p a rt
long since the Skippers hod won a
a later edition I shall know that I
tion of its murderers as life-long were Kathlean Brown and Miss May
walnut are of identical design in the 1939 m e n t at the r ig h t m a y be re p la c e d b y an e le c tric
Paul Christie has returned from game that they were beginning to
am wrong.
pets. I once heard a sermon by the Quinn of Camden, Mrs. R. L. Coose
Oldsmobile Series 70 and 80.* The center name c lo c k , o b ta in a b le as an accessory. T h e in stru m en t
Portland where he was guest of his automatically reach for their pocket
of
Searsmont
and
Mrs.
Donald
p
a
n
e
l
o
f
th
e
S
eries
60
is
v
e
ry
s
im
ila
r
in
design.
plate
may
be
removed
for
installation
of
radio
Dear Octogenarians, Lawrence F.
late Bishop Cadman of Boston, at
uncle William Bissett.
books when the matches ended.
Kalloch. Edwin J. Kalloch and
the close of which he was asked Smith of Belfast.
But now that their losing streak is questions by the audience, one was, Hiram Burgess has choppers at
The 4 As met Friday with Mrs.
its annual harvest, employing 40 j George E. Libby of North Warren,
broken the Sklpmen are all smiles "Do you believe in capital punish work on the lumber lot recently
Oeorge Newbcrt.
men and 20 teams.
' Mrs M artha Burgess, Otis Anderbought
from
the
Wentworth
Alton Poston of Thomaston w e n t; son. Mrs. Annie Moody. C. Scott
Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Ross have again and confident that they will ment?”
to Waldoboro to work for the express ■Coburn, G. Dudley Oould, M. R.
returned from a trip to Washing not experience another slump like
He wasted no time on that. His brothers.
Mrs. A. I. Perry, Mrs. Donald
this one for a long time to come. In
was: -certainly, the man who
Robinson. Mrs. Rose Marshall, J.
company.
ton. D. C., and Dallas. Texas.
fact some of the more courageous
human ,lfe hft>s forf<,lted the Perry and children who have been
W. E. Vinal was re-elected presi C. Munsey, and Levi Rokes:
Mrs. Blanch H. Kittredge has re
ones, (with more cowage than Judg right to live." There was the whole confined to their homes with tondent of the Georges National Bank
I am seventy-one and as you arc
turned from Boston where she at
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
silitls and grippe are recovering.
|
ment.
Cap'n
Grimes
says)
are
talk
In
Thomaston.
all
older than 1.1 thought you could
thing
in
a
nutshell.
tended the hairdressers' convention.
Rockland and Vicinity during the corresponding period in 1914
Mr. and Mrs. Damon Hall are
ing of giving the Ganders a dose of
Axel Hedinquist became entangled perhaps give me some information
There
are
many
who
give
them
Mrs. P. A White and daughters
their own medicine, which, accord selves more concern over the mur spending the winter in Rockland
In the shafting of a sawmill at North on many things of interest th at have
Marion and Priscilla visited Satur
ing to Gene Hall would be nothing derer than over his victim. As a !where Mrs. Hall is caring for a
Warren and one foot was badly happened in Rockland since 1868—
day in Rockland
Parker T Fuller was making a Mrs. E. F Redman, formerly of crushed.
more than right, for as Gene says, sample of the different ratings at daughter whio is 111.
that was the year that I was born.
Miss Louise Morton of Camden is what's sauce for the Ganders should
The mall route now goes around post card canvass for postmaster Rcckland, a daughter,
Dr. H. L. Raymond, 54, died at
I am trying to write a book of
which life Is held I lately read a n , „
visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. be ice cream for the Skippers.
appointment. He had served under
Rockland. Jan. 15. to Mr. and Mr;. Vinal Haven.
Memoirs of my childhood days,
account of a drunken driver who .
_
...........
Joseph Morton.
, Arthur M. Sprowl. a son—Sherwood
The Ganders slipped down quite a run a man down and killed him, dences of Frank Morse. Willard President Cleveland.
Adelbert Bucklin was found dead spent in Rockland I left Rockland
Earle McIntosh was elected ensign Francis.
Eleanor Calderwood and Carolyn bit from the high strings they rolled for this he received a sentence of Wentworth, Ed Ludwig. J. D. and
seated In his chair near the Warren when I was young, married young
Dyer will enter training Monday last week and the Sklpmen were cne year in prison. To this the Nathan Pease. Damon Hall and Wil In the Naval Reserves to succeed ■ Rockland Jan 21. to Mr. and Mrs. toll bridge.
and as I lo6t my mother before I
at Portland Maine General Hospital quick to take advantage of it. Skip newspaper added this terse com lard Hall.
Milton W. Weymouth, who had been Abiaham Aylward, a daughter,
Mrs Nettie Lane was elected presi was five, my memory does not
MT. and Mrs U. O. Pease were promoted to lieutenant.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Stone and per Skip Arey chalked up a high ment: “To one a year in prison:
Rockland. Jan. 18. to Mr. and Mrs. dent of the Methodist Circle In prove clear about some of the things
in Rockland Monday with Mr. and
son of North Haven were guests single of 120 and his total was bet to the other. Eternity.'’
Rockport. Rev. J. F Thurston was that I wish to write about.
Sumner WaldTon bought the Has- Albert P. Blaisdell. a daughter.
Mrs. Alton Pease and Mr. and Mrs. kell-Simmons property on Clarendon , Waldoboro Jan. 18. t0 Mr and elected superintendent of the Sun
last weekend of Miss Beulah Oll- ter than any of the other underhand
I would be glad if any one could
H. P. Farrow
Samuel Pease
chrest.
delivery boys. The best the 'ol Goose
day school.
street
help. I also would like to be able to
Mrs.
Merton
Mank.
a
daughter.
Mrs. Ida Pease was a caller Thurs
Elder and Mrs. Archie Begg re could do was to place fourth, for Les
H. H. Payson was elected master write an incident of any one who
R. I. Thompson was appointed
NORTH HAVEN
Deer Isle, Jan. 1. to Mr. and Mrs.
day at Willow Brook.
cently received word that they were Dyer and "Orrin" Drew both beat
of Knox Pomona Orange.
should care to give me the data on
referee tn bankruptcy.
Francis T. Marshall a son.
Gifts are accumulating for June
grandparents A daughter, Eliza him out. The “ P . M." had a new
G. A. Miller was elected president any incident of your own lives as
The President's Party was held in
Scott
F.
Kittredge
was
appointed
Deer
Isle,
Dec
22.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ann. was born Ja n . 27 to Mr and lease of life and astonished the na- the K P . hall, music being furnished IPease, who is 111 at the Children s
of the New Century Club at West any one who lives over eighty years
disbursing clerk for the Interna Thomas E. Cole, a daughter
Mrs Alex Begg In Springfield. Mass, i tlves by getting a couple over the by an orchestra made up of Francis Hospital in Portland. These gifts tional Boundary Commission.
Rockport.
I think deserves to be men
Camden, Jan 21. to Mr. and Mr...
The Knit Wits m et Tuesday with century mark, but he nearly fainted Lipovsky, Raymond Stone and Ira are for a Sunshine Basket and any
The "Crescent Beach trolley line” tioned in a book of memoirs of our
W
O.
Fuller
was
elected
president
I
Fred
Thomas
a
daughter.
.•(mall remembrance left with Mrs.
Dorothy Cobb.
I was extended to Keag village.
from surprise on a certain spare he Curtis, with Mrs. Monte Stone at
childhood days. etc.
Waldoboro, Jan. 15. to Mr and Mrs
cf the Maine Press Association.
F J. Wiley was elected president
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Mrs. E. Stewart Orberton was in
Vassalboro yesterday to attend an
~
executive board meeting of the
N ew Students A re Enrolled, State Womens' Republican Club
I P ositions O btained and Mrs Orbeton Ls a vice president and
member of the Ways and Means
G regg Certificates
committee.

Page Seven

Ballard School

OClETY
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Davis have
been called to Bangor by the death
of Mrs. Davis' father. Charles G.
Grindle of Stonington.
Miss Annie Dean has been home
from Portland for a short visit with
her parents Mr. and Mrs. W. O.
Dean.
1 Mrs. Harry Levensaler and Mrs.
: Jonathan Gardner were hostesses to
a Farm Bureau card party at Mr.'.
Levensaler's home a t the West
Meadows. Honors in bridge went to
Mrs. Dorothy Baxter, Clarence
Wyllie, Mrs. Alice Byrnes, Lloyd
Miss Ruth Gregory of University Rhodes, Frank Fitzgerald and Wil
of Maine is spending a short va liam Byrnes; "83” prize went to
cation at her home on Center street. Jonathan Gardner.
During the continued illness of
our society reporter. Mrs. Leola
Noyes, friends are asked to phone
their contributions directly to
thlx Office. Tel. 770.

Miss Jane Treadwall of University
Mrs. Frances B. Bicknell, who has
of Maine and Salem. Mass., is visit been visiting her son in Malden,
ing Miss Ruth Pike of Talbot avenue Mass., the past two weeks, has re
over the weekend.
turned home.
P. H. Fisk of Ingraham Hill weut
yesterday to Boston for a few days
visit with his sister after which he
will proceed South for a three
months’ sojourn in Miami.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Small enter
tained ' The Neighbors” from Rock
port Wednesday night, with cards
and beano. Those present were Mr.
and Mrs. E. Bohndell. Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Ingraham. Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Crockett. Mr. and Mrs
Charles Carver. Mrs, Mildred
Holmes, Mrs. L. Deane. Mrs. Wilson,
Mrs. Horace Coombs. Fred Wallace.
Mrs. Giles, Frank Johnson. Mr. and
Mrs. Ed. Champney. Refreshments
were served.

Mrs. Fred Trecartin, etiairman of
the Department of Government and
its Operation of the Rockland
League of Women Voters, will hold
her first study group meeting Mon
day night at 8 o'clock, a t her home
232 Broadway. Tlie study will be
"Public Health.’’ with Miss Eliza
Steele, local Red Cross nurse, the
speaker. All members are urged to
attend.
Miss Mary Veazie of the Register
of Probate's office went to Boston
yesterday to attend the Burdett
Business College dance held last
night at Hotel Statler.
Installation of Forget-me-not
Chapter O £ £ . will be held Mon
day night at South Thomaston with
Mrs. Gertrude Boody as installing
i officer assisted by M. M. Griffin,'
with Katherine Veazie as grand
marshal; Mrs. Charles W atts as
grand organist; Charles Watts as
grand
chaplain
and
Victoria
Clements as soloist.

Iladassah Club met Wednesday
at tlie home of Mrs. James Dondis.
honors in bridge going to Miss Ann
Povich, Mrs. Joseph Dondis and
Mrs. Anita Goldfarb. Prizes in
Michigan were awarded to Mrs.
Sam Savitt and Mrs. Esther Gold
berg. Refreshments were served to
the 12 members present by the
hostess, who had th e distinction of
A sewing circle will be formed by
collecting the largest amount of members of Ruth Mayhew Tent
mony for the Jerusalem fund.
D.U.V.. In O.A.R. hall Monday aft
ernoon. Mrs. Blanche Shadie and
On Friday last a t Augusta the Mrs. Allie Blackington will have
Educational Club members enjoyed charge of the 6 o'clock supper, servthe Maine Federation mid-winter j ing dandelion greens, as the main
Conference of Women's Clubs. dish. All not solicited will take
Heard Joseph Barths ‘Over My ! sweets. Mrs. Maude Cables will con
Shoulder ’, review of outstanding duct the regular business session at
books m the House of Representa 17 30 All attending are requested
tives. insix'cted th e State House, to take the "Constitution and
lunched at the Augusta House, a t Rules" of the Order.
tended the Governor’s tea in the
Elaine Mansion and were assured
Edward Gordon, who has been
his Excellency will come this season 'pending a week at the home of his
to address the club without fail. parents Mr. and Mrs. Isidore Gor
Mrs. Ida Simmons. Minnie Rogers, don following mid-year exams has
Lizzie Smith. Mary Perry Rich returned to Boston University, ac
were among the 395 women regis companied by his guests Dave and
tered
Irwin Goldberg of Hamilton, On
tario. Dave is also a student at the
What do you think of “A Nation University. Irwin attending M.I.T.
Ruled By Widows?" Would such Edward Bromberg of Dallas. Texas,
a nation be safe for bachelors? also a student at M.I.T., and Lucy
Would laws be changed? Here are Bromberg, visitors a t the Got don
questions you will find answered in heme have gone to Waterville for
an article In the February 5, Ameri a few days before returning to Bos
can Weekly with the Boston Bun ton
day Advertiser.
15* I t
Mr. and Mrs Toivo Hauekla of
South Portland were business visi
tors Thursday in the city.

COMIQUE
CAMDEN

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
FEBRUARY 5-6

“O U T W E ST
W ITH T H E H A R D Y S ”
With
LEWIS STONE
MICKEY ROONEY
AND THE WHOLE JUDGE
IIARDY FAMILY

M.E.T. Club was delightfully en
tertained Thursday night at the
Franklin street home of Mrs. Oeorge
Sprague, the guests enjoying lunch
eon after bridge. Those present
were Mrs. Lawrence Shute, Mrs
Charles Rackliff. Mrs. Franklin
Manning, Mrs. William Brewster,
Mrs. Merle Hutchinson, Mrs. Percy
Spurling and Mrs. Paul Scavey.
Honors went to Mrs. Brewster, Mrs.
Shute and Mrs. Sprague.

The Teen Age World Wide Guild
of Littlefield Memorial Church met
with Misses Gladys and Marguerite
Gray Thursday night at their home
on Fales street. At the program
ON
I meeting the story was told from
the study book by Miss Kathleen
Chase. Business meeting and work
Lacy H e a r ts fille d w ith Flow ers,
followed. A utility shower had
G a y E le p h a n ts a n d Faw n P la n t
C o n tain ers, S w a n W a ll Pots In
been planned on Miss Marguerite.
D resden w e a r c r B lig h t Red P o t
She was given many pretty and
te ry .
useful gifts. Those present were
A full si lection cf Spring Flow
ers and Hlc :oming Plants at ' Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Gray, son
1Carl. Miss Mabel Seavey, Mrs.
moderate prices.
Sherman Lord, Hazel Burke, Helen
i
, Whitmore, Ruth Packard, Gladys
i Gray. Geneva Hill, Elinor Nye,
i There.se Bragg. Fem e Britto. Kath
TEL. 318-W
leen Chase, Marguerite Gray. The
371 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND evening was enjoyed by nil. Re
15-16
freshments were served.
FOR
AMERICA’S SWEFTIIEARTS

FLOW ERS

VALENTINE’S DAY

SILSBY’S
FLOW ER SHOP

A L ’S H A IR D R E SSIN G SA L O N
LOVELY

A G lo rio u s Perm anent

W ave

with th e new Side S w eep Hairdo.
TO
LO O K A T
AND
NEW

Free consultation by A1 w ith or
w ith ou t appointm ent.
OUR SUPERIOR $7.00

P erm an en t W ave, n o w

$ 5 .0 0

2 8 6 M A IN ST ., R O C K L A N D , TEL. 8 2 6
j

This A nd That

New students enrolled for this pe
Mrs. Tyler Bird of Dorcncsftr,
riod at the Ballard Business School
Mass.,
is the guest of Mrs. Lena
are Charleen Ramsdell. Ruth Pike,
Merrill
for a few days.
Richard Britt, Rockland; Elden
Maddocks, Washington; and Mary
Mis Samuel Dow and Mrs Nel
By K. S. F.
Brown, Camden.
son
Glidden
were
hostesses
Wed
Recent positions obtained: Harold
Arnold. Camden. Is employed as nesday night 11 a party at 111’ Dow
Veneers for inlay were used by
stenographer and bookkeeper in the home on North Main street. Awards
office of the Boynton Oil A Motor in cards were made to Miss Dorothy the ancient Egyptians.
• • « »
Co.. Park street; Fred Harden. '35. Thomas. Miss Joan Moulahtm ,iod
Walking along the streets of
Mrs. Gertrude Moffitt, Mrs. Ruth
has a position as assistant book
Barnard receiving the traveling Miami in the rain, there was a traf
keeper at the Superior Gas
Oil
prize. Oilier; present were the fic tie-up just ahead. “Can I cro-s
Co., Main street; Miss Geneva
Misses AUx'ita Knight. Barbara now?" asked the writer. “Yes”
Hooper began her duties In the offlc?
i Blalsdell
Mallon Mullen Mary said the policeman, "but witc.i
of the Modern Pants Factory last
Lawry, Mildred Sweeney, Dori hy where you're going." Good advice
week; Ralph Hoffses has been trans
Lawry. Phyllis Hanson and Patricia through life—"Watch where you
ferred to the Armour plant at G ar
are going.”
Thompson
diner.
»• • •
Gregg certificate awards for Jan
Was it Shakespeare who said.
William V. Spahr of New York is
uary: Janet Wade. 100 word certifi
guest for a week of Ernest Johnson “There never was a philospher who
cate; Arlene Winchenbach, Arlene
could endure the toothache patient
Nelson. Lawrence Yates, Barbara
Mrs. Fred Trecartin will be in ly." And he has said many truths.
• • • •
Brown, Ethel Jordan. Eva Porter,
charge of the Congregational suppei
When
the
brilliant
sun shines in
Russell Young. 89 word certificates; Wednesday” night
Florida, all is beautiful. Whpn 'tlx
Anne Jacobs, Jeannette Philbrook '
and Katherine Veazle. 60 word cer I Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets rainy, misty and molsty, ’tis no
better than Maine on such days.
tificates.
Tuesday night with a supper to be
A drop of 30 degrees In less than
served. Tlie degree staff of Bel
th at many hours has caused this
HILLGKOVE-GKOVEIt
fast Lodge will visit Rockland Feb.
reflection.
• * • •
Miss Josephine M Orover. daugh 21. and work the degree on one can
Visitor, to Indian Chief; "Where
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Grover, didate. Mrs. Helen Paladino will oe
became the bride Thursday of supper chairman. Miss Doris Hyler is the best place to buy some good
Robert E. Hillgrove, son of Mr. and and Mrs Addle Brown are in charge Indian beadwork?*
of the dining room.
Chief: "I got mine from a mail
Mrs. Robert D. Hillgrove at the
order house in Chicago.
Pentecostal Tabernacle, Elder Ches
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday i
• » • »
ter B. Staples officiating. The single
night
with
Miss
Hope
Greenhalgh,
In
'Today's
Rambles," Boston
ring ceremony was used.
Grove street.
Transcript,
the
WTiter
refers to “Mr
Attending the couple were the
Mark Twain." Mr?
groom's mother and bride's aunt.
• • • •
Knox Hospital Auxiliary will meet
Miss Rose Demmons.
Who said, "He is well paid who is
Tuesday at the Bok Home lor Nur
The bride was charmingly dressed
ses.
well satisfied?”
in a blue flowered silk dress. Mrs
• • • •
Elmer Curtis ployed "The Land of
1 heartily agree with the brilliant
Mr. and Mrs Justin L. Cross
Unclouded Day" followed by a played host to a family gathering writer and book critic that Rachel
prayer by Evangelist Clifford Mc Tuesday night, the guests being Field's 'Time out of Mind ' was
Donald. and the closing prayer was Col. and Mrs. I. labile Cross, and really finer and a stronger novel
said by Mrs. Kate Curtis.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Hopkins. After than her fascinating "All This and
Out of town guests were Clifford supper the others "ganged up” on Heaven Too.” Both Mrs. Field and
McDonald of Searsport, and Mr. the Colonel in a game of pitch.
Mary Ellen Chase are most delight
Elmer Curtis and Mrs. Elmer Hurd
ful in their home surroundings in
of Ash Point. Others present were
Lewis Hastings Jr., 11, underwent lovely Maine.
• • • •
Mrs. Grover, Betty Grover, the an appendices operation at Knox
bride's sister Mrs. Dora Staples. Hospital yesterday.
First Blonde: "I shall never
Mrs. Anna Blood. Miss Winifred
marry.”
Mrs. Annie Blalsdell experienced
Elliot. Miss Addie Decosta. Mrs. Eva
Second Blonde: •'Why ever not?"
Shaw. Mrs. Edith Curtis. Mrs. an ill turn at the home of her
First Blonde: "Because a bride
Maude Staples. Mrs. Pauline Hick daughter Mrs Irving Elwell in the never gets the best man."
• • • •
man. Miss Emily Hickman and Wil 'Harmon Davis block at the corner
Thomas Sheraton who profoundly
of Main and Elm streets.
liam Pendleton.
influenced furniture styles was a
The young couple arc at home at
By special request "High Pres teacher of design rather than a
107 South Main street.
sure Homer’ will be presented Feb. cabinet maker.
• • • •
8-9 at Universalist vestry by Com
Mrs. Isidore Gordon has gone
The
University
of Maine plans
munity Theatre Guild. The play
New' York for a few weeks visit.
scored a rousing hit at its first pre to become a great pan-American
Wawenock Club was entertained sentation. It has a topnotch cast institution and will sponsor work
Wednesday at the home of Mrs perfectly trained and performing to bring this to a head in the near
Hattie Keating with picnic dinner. like professionals.
15-16 I future.
• • • •
The meeting next Wednesday will
Tlie
village
idiot
sat over a rain
be with Mrs. Lelia Benner.
Cruises arranged, steamship tick puddle with his fishing rod and
ets to all parts of the world. M. F
Twenty-four members and two Lovejoy., 140 Talbot avenue, Tel. line. A passing motorirt dropping
sixpence in his jar, asked, "How
guests were present Thursday night 1060-J. Rockland.
16-S-tf many have you caught, young
at the Opportunity Class meeting
man?" "You are the third" was
lu First Baptist Church vestry. The
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS the reply.
piogram presented was under the
WORK WONDERS
• • • •
direction of Miss Edwina Jipson,
Hint—Combine
one can of coni
who Is on the program committee
and one can of baby lima beans, add
for the month with Miss Alice Mc
SU N .-M O N .-T U E S.
one tablespoon finely chopped
Intosh and Mrs. Alice Kale:-, and
onion, one-half cup cream, one tea
had readings by Mrs. Louise Ingra
spoon salt, one tablespoon sugar,
ham, Mrs. Anna Brazier. Mrs. Eda
little pepper.
Heat in double
Post. Mrs. Cora Richards, Mrs.
boiler one-half hour.
Fannie Pinkham, Mrs. Mary Hoff
* • • •
„iO »Y L F. ZANUCK’S
ses and Miss McIntosh; vocal solo.
The
best
plays
are written be
CRKTCST PRODUCTION
Mrs. Lillian Joyce, and piano solo,
cause life itself isn't dramatic
Miss Mary Richards. Refreshments
enough. It needs pointing up, but
were served. The class made 17 calls
it requires adroit doing so as not
during the month. Another meet
i
tc be distorted.
ing will be held Thursday afternoon
• • * •
and evening to do white cross work.
No able bodied woman in a
Members will take box lunch, coffee
modern home ra n afford to face the
to be served.
W'hole span of life without some in
, technicolor
tellectual Interest outside the four
PO R T CLYDE ’
walls of her home But homcmakiiig
J ® *“
should be her highest ambition and
Rev. J. Wesley Stuart will speak
then add other delights.
on the topic "The Heart's Sacred
• • • •
Place" in the Baptist chapel Sun
Mr K.: "My dear, we must think
day at 2 odock. This is Communion
of the future. We must economize
A a o rt» e w **v -, ®,W * * ' *
Sunday. The choir will sing as a
more. If I were to pass on. where
ADDED
special number "No Disappointment
would you be?"
JOE LOUISIn Heaven. ’ Miss Dora Seavey will
J
Mns. K.: "Why. I'd be right here.
JOHN HENRY LEWIS FIGHT
be the soloist. The Bible school will
The question Is. where would you
“PARAMOUNT NEWS REEL"
convene a t 3; Young People’s serv
be?”
NOW PLAYING
• • • •
ice at 6; evening fellowship at 7. with
"TRADE WINDS”
"Our country offers to strangers
songs of praise, prayer, and special
w it h
1a good climate, fertile soil, whoieE rrd ric M a r c h . J o a n B e n n e tt
music. The choir will sing the hymn
; some air, free government, wise
"Never Give Up”; Harold Anderson
[ laws, liberty, good jreople to live
and Winston Pease will sing a duet,
among and hearty welcome to de
and Elizabeth and Harold Anderson
serving persons. Those persons who
will play instrumental music. The
have these to greater advantage at
pastor’s message will be "Jesus Lift
home in Europe would do well to
ed Up.” Choir rehearsal will be
stay where they a re ’—Benjamin
Tuesday night; prayer service
Franklin.
Thursday at 7.
• * • *
El.a Maxwell says ladies, like
dodo birds, are nearly extinct. Yes.
TEL.
| M ONDAY AND
but the dodo birds did not cause
409
TU ESD AY
quite as much trouble while they
were here.
JACKIE COOPER
EDMUND LOWE
, • • • •
"LITTLE TOUGII GUYS"
WENDY BARRIE
Here Is what I found in the Miami
“ N E W S B O Y S ’ H O M E”
Herald ad department: ' Mark down
.•ale of storm windows," Probably
they think all storms will go North
Special
from now on.
C h ild re n 's
•
• • • •
Matinee
Tiie Mormons of early times
Tu esd ay
heated their buildings with wood or
4.00
l>eat placed on a hearth In the
P. M .
middle of the room. How would
10 Cents
that suit the modern world?
• • • •
Yes, the farmers need some help
In planning. No one denies that,
TODAY
but they need planning they can
ROY ROGERS in “SIIINE ON HARVEST MOON"
, understand.

Jesse
James
naone
henry foh«»
mancy kelly

PARK

“S T A R S ” W H IC H

S H I N E IN U N I O N

Following is year bock of Orient Chapter,
O.E.S.. of Union, which holds meetings the
first and third Fridays of each month, giv
ing' the programs for the balance of the
season:
PROGRAM

Eel). 17. ENTERTAINMENT
Grace Williams. Alice Williams. Alice
Robbins.
March 3. PAST MATRON AND PATRON
NIGHT.
Estella Hannan. Ada Lucas. Aubyne
Hawes.
March 19. ST PATRICK'S NIGHT
Christine Barker, Ariel Leonard. Lina
Burket l.
April 7. CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Minnie Mathews, Marion Alden, R uth

Barker,
April 21. RBGUI.AR MEETTNG
Mary Barker, Geneva Prescott. Carrie
Mank.
May 5. VISITOR'S NIGHT.

Entertainment, Ethel Creighton Carrie
Aines. Refreshments, Hattie Leach Hen
rietta Harding. Lizzie Hughes, Gladys
Bean.
May 19. REFRESHMENTS.
Ruth Pease. Esther Moody, Hanna Salo
June 2. BIRTHDAY PARTY
Bessie Stephenson, Mary Alice Robbins.
Mabel Tutll.
June 16. FAREWELL PARTY
John Creighton, Ben Nichols Lucius
Barker.

PAST M A TRO NS

•Electa E Robbins
•Mary A W hite
'E lecta A Lucas
M Lizzie Morton
Euda E Lermond
Ada E Lucas
•Ltua A (Miller
•Lucie R Robbins
•Ertnlna A. Hawes
Nannie Millay Burns
Lizzie H. H ughes
•Llle W hitmore
Minnie O M atthews
Bessie Lewis S tep h en 
son
Bertha C. Pratt
Alice E. W illiams
Allce M Robbins
•

Deceased

Carrie S Ames
Lydia E Layr
Grace McFarland Wll
Hams
Nancy Ayer
Margaret G Pond
Ariel A. Ieonard
Ethel M Creighton
Geneva Prescott
Henrietta W Harding
Margaret Gleason
Sarah B. Pinkham
Mary E. Barker
L M ane Butler
Gladys Cramer
Marlon W Alden
Estella R Hannan
A il, P Nichols
Frances Robbins

PAST PATRO NS

•Henry T Millay
Charles M. Lucas
•W illiam C. Morton
•Fred C Millay
Ethel S Cum m ing*
•Edward M Creighton
•N Ernest Cum mings
Edwards A. Matthews
William E Pratt
Ralph I,. W illiam s
Henry G. Ames
•Charles C. McFarland
• Deceased

Walter A Ayer
Clarence Leonard
John C. Creighton
John H Williams
Edmund C. Harding
W illiam Glrason
Raym ond B Pinkham
Lucias F. Barker
Earle M Butler
Clinton Crun*r
Vivian W Hannan

JULY 7. Jl'I-Y 21. AUGUST 4. AUGUST IX.
Sept. 1. GET-TOGETHER SUPPER
Caroline Williams, Marguret Oleason.
Mabel Ames.
Sept. 15. CHARTER MEMBERS NIGHT
Nan Burns, Lizzie Hawes. I-ena Heald.
Oet. 6. GENTLEMENS NIGHT
Earle Butler. Harrv Burns. Herbert Leach.
Oct 29. DEGREE WORK
Marie Butler, Lillie Johnson. Nancy Aver.
Nov. 3. REGULAR MEETING
Frances Robbins Luella Norwood, Avis
Nichols.
Nov. 17. INSPECTION
Bernice Keene, Eva Starrett. Edith
Hawes, Louie Carroll
Dec. 1. REGUI jAR MEETING.
Karl Johnson, Edward Mathews, Carrol
Heald.
Dec. 15. REGULAR MEETING
Charlie Salo, M C. Stephenson William
Thomas.
Jan. 5. ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Gladys Cramer. Estella Hannan.

OFFICERS
WORTHY MATRON
Estelia Hannan
WORTHY PATRON
... Vivian Hannan
ASSOCIATE MATRON
Gladys Cramer
ASSOCIATE PATRON
Clinton Cramer
SECRETARY
Mary Barker
Grace Williams
TREASURER
Christine Barker
CONDUCTRESS...........
ASSOCIATE CONDUCTRESS
Luella Norwood
CHAPLAIN
.......... Minnie Mathews
MARSHAL................................... Hanna Salo
ADAH
Caroline Williams
RUTH ...................................... Lena Heald
ESTHER
. Alice Robbins
MARTHA
Ruth Pease
ELECTA
Esther Moody
WARDER

Lillie Johnson

SBNTINE1.

Karl Johnson

R

E A L M OF
M
USIC
by Gladys Si. Clair lleistad

end it seems we are surprising
everyone with our fast development.
I've worked very hard this season
end there are still many important
concerts, but if anyone asks you.
you can tell them that I've 'made
the grade' in the concert-master'!
post, and am here to stay as such "
• • • •
I can well believe that I^eon has
worked hard, having had oppor
tu n ity during two past summers to
observe this gifted young man while
under our roof Not a day went by
that he did not put in at least fiv"
and six hours of practice, and some
days tt was more. He would shut
himself up in his room and just
]>ut In every minute practicing often going over a passage many
many times, or fashioning a brief
measure over and over again until
it seemed finished and polished to
Iierfection. ft Is such an erroneous
Idea that there extremely gifted
musicians arrive just because of
their great talent. True, they have
their great talent back to them,
tut they arrive because of pezeistent constant, hard »ork. with no
Intervals of play or let-down.
• • • •
Mention of The Curtis Institute
of Music b rin g : to mind that their
artists are very active at the present
time in and around New York. On
Jan. 28 and 29 Felix Salmond ap
peared with the Philharmonic-Sym
phony Orchestra, playing "Sym
phonic Coneertante for 'Cello and
Orchestra. Op 8" by George. Enesco,
who was guest conductor for the
concerts . . . Eugene Helmer was
at the piano for tiie recital of Ana
Drittell, cellist, on Jan 29 . Carlos
Salzedo and the Salzedo Harp En
semble appeared in the concert at
Carnegie Hall on Jan. 28 under the
direction of Ernest Schelling Sal
zedo played as solos two of his own
compositions—"Night Breeze" and
'Pirouetting Music Box." . . Efrem
Zimbalist wus heard in recital at
Carnegie Hall on Jan 30 . . . Josef
Hofmann's recital of March 26 is
already announced.
• • • •
Ignace Paderewski will begin a 10wceks tour of the United Slates
in February, the tour to take him
to about 20 cities. The pianist will
visit California during his visit to
this country and s|>end a week at
his ranch there. On Feb. 26 he will
b? heard in the RCA Magic Key
Hour over the NBC blue network.
The approaching tour will be hid
2Cth in thl~ country, and the first
since 1933.
• • • •
"Mtt'ic Has the Power of Making
Heaven Descend to Earth.”
—Japanese proverb

Musical America in its Issue cf ten years to the day from the date
Jan. 25 carries announcements of , they embarked on their first cross
two new musical organizations. In country tour, the members of the
New Yoik the American Lyric Q uartet boarded a train in Phila
Theatre. Inc., with Lee Pattison as delphia and began the first lap of
managing director, has been or ihcir tenth anniversary United
ganized on a non-profit basis "fcr ( States tour, which is to take them
the purpose of giving support, en to more than 50 American cities
couragement. and production to (luring the coming four months.
musical, dramatic and choreogri- With the four young artists went
phic art in the form of the lyric $150,000 worth of the world's most
drama." and will begin its activities precious string instruments. The
with a two-week season in April Quartet's first stop was at El Paso.
a t a New York theatre. Work has Texas. The Quartet was organized
already begun on the production of in 1927. while the members were
Douglas Moore’s “The Devil and then students at tlie Curtis Insti
Daniel Webster,” a folk opera with tute of Music. Tiie only change
a libretto by Stephen Vincent in the peisonnel has been Mr. Jaffe
Benet, and Susanna, Don't You taking the place oi Benjamin SharCry.” a musical romance based on lip. about four years ago. In 1916
Stephen Foster melodies by Clar the Quartet was .-elected by the
ence Loomis, with a book by Sarah English Speaking Union to repre
Newmeyer. Each opera will run lor sent the United States musically At
one week and two ballet perfor the Silver Jubilee of King George
mances will be given during the V of England. Tlie ensemble has
week. A tour is planned after these also performed in Geneva under
appearances.
Leopold Stokowski. the sponsorship of the league o!
Fritz Reiner. A rthur Rodzinski. and Nations, and has frequently played
other conductors, have signified and been entertained at the White
their Intention of participating in House in Washington.
In the article we lind: "In the
this new venture. Not only mod
ern operas, but rarely heard classi summertime tliey have their own
cal works will bo given each season Curtis Quartet colony at Rock|>ort,
In English, with special emphasis Maine, and a concert hall built
on the compositions of contempor especially for them wliere their
ary American musicians and libret Sunday evening chamber music re! <itals have attracted devotees of
tists.
In St. Louis the non-profit Civic ' string quartets.’’
Grand Opera Association has been
• • • •
formed by a group of civic and
Leon Zawi-za. youthful concert
business leaders of the city. The master of the Indianapolis Sym
association, it Is stressed, has no phony Orchestra under Sabien
connection whatsoever with any Sevitzky. writes in a charming let
previous local opera group. The ter just received—“Since Christ
lirst in the series Ls scheduled for mas I've had one of the busiest
next April, when three- productions. months of my life. The climax was
Including "Die Walkure,” will be last Sunday tJan. 22) when I wa,
presented1, with casts consisting of soloist with the orchestra. I played
notable Metropolitan Opera gingers. Glazunov concerto and it went like
A budget of $25,000 has been estab a dream. It was quite a thrilling
lished for the initial grand open i.ay und left me just about ready
season of three operas. An im lor the .‘■anatorium. The criticisms
portant innovation will be the were excellent and I felt I had
forming of a permanent salaried made many new friends. Also on
chorus, this singing ensemble to b” th at very Sunday we played on the
selected after careful tryouts. The Magic Key Hour—a great honor for
orchestra will consist of members of a young orchestra. The orchestra
the St. Louis Symphony. Perma Is going places by leaps and bounds
nent scenery will be built in St. and the following season will bring
Louis at a great saving, for the As many nice tilings. Our Chicago
sociation plans to have its own concert was a tremendous success
Lcenery shops. Costumes, when
ever feasible, will be made and pur
chased locally. T he purpose of the
a -ociatlon is to build up in St
I.ouls a strong, well managed asso
ciation to produce, every season,
j the best available in grand opera.
V
»• • •
$7.00 S T E A M G I L P E R M A N E N T
W AVE
...............................................
5100
Turning the pages of Musical
$3.00 DI AltT PERMANENT WAVE $3 00
America a picture of delightlul
BEAUTY AIDS, 35 CENTS EACH
friends meets our eyes—Jascha
Brodsky, Orlando Cole, Max Aronoff and Charles Jaffe—in other
IN NEW LOCATION—OVER LEACH'S
words, The Curtis String Quartet.
3C8 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 122
The accompanying article states
that on New Year's Day, exactly

FEBRUARY
SPECIALS!

ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR

E very-O ther-D ay '
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P a g e Eight

Dinner
Work on them, however, has been | V++++++++++-8-5-++++++++++-!
‘Baked Swiss Steak
suspended until more favorable.
T H E L Y R IC M U SE :
Buttered Squash
weather.
W e R ather Gather the Im A s D escribed T w en ty-five
Baked Potatoes
Hl. Ben! Hang up the paint brush
W hom Y ou W ill Take T o Your H eart W hen S h e Talks
Creamed Onions
and let us hear more from Wood
Y ears A fter O penin g o f
pression That She Likes
Pear and Cream Cheese Salad
Island. Will be on the air Sunday ,
A bout H ousehold M atters
the C anal
T he C ourier-G azette
'Presto Pineapple Upside down cake
night at 7 o'clock, so be in this time.
La Touraine Coffee
Cheerio until next week!
To the Readers of The Courier-Ga
(By Robert Newell Sisson)
BROADCAST BY MARJORIE MILLS
S up per
• • • •
(10th Installment)
(Monday. Wednesday. Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m. over Stations
zette:—
Scrambled Eggs with
WNAC, Boston: WTAG. Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WTIC. Hartford;
P o rtla n d H ead
No
visit
to the capital city of Pa
Have you ever lived far away
Blue Label Toma io Ketchup on
Publication Limited to Brief ♦
WICC Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; and WLBZ. Bangori.
nama
Is
complete
without making
February starts with quite a
Poems
+
from your hame town, and waited
Toasted English Muffins
the trip of the additional few miles
change around here, a stormy period
of Original Composition
+
‘Lemon Wafers
for your local paper to arrive? Well,
We get called noisy pair and the accompaniment
By Subscribers
J
down the coast to a spot where stand
making it look as if winter had
Hot
Spiced
Welch's
Orapc
Juice
of
juvenile
giggles
Now
what
then,
vou know what The Courier- the remains of what was once the
in to referee all
+++++++++++++++++++++ *
really arrived.
* Recipes given
s o r t s of g o o d funny questions do you want to
Gazette means to us How eagetly splendor of a great city. Old Pana
No fooling, when the wind howls
• A COUNTBY DAN'CE
submit
to
the
round
table?
We
natured
a
r
g
u

outside in many places it Just gets a
we tear open its wrapper while ma. Sacked by Morgan the pirate
IFor T h e Courier-Gazette |
ments having to challenge you to find one so odd
good start and rushes in our cham The charms of w in ter long have passed.
dishes want to be washed, the pot nearly four hundred years ago, its
Youth knew n o fear of ch illy blast
d o with food, the rallying sisterhood can't solve
bers. makes us lie low and crawl out Safe
bolls dry, the telephone continues few remaining buildings are but
and snug In a one-horse sleigh
s o c i a l customs It.
They
wended
m
errily
on
their
way.
of sight underneath the quilts.
p v >to ring. The iceman wrecks the fragmentary, seme with great trees
What our lightkeepers and
‘Subscriber” Stands
Baked Swiss Steak
and feeding the
Outside of the storm there isn't Buffalo robes and blankets warm
' 1kitchen door trying to do his dallv g: owing among their ancient walls.
coastruardsmrn are doing to
'«
cup
flour
fattiily.
The
only
I
Defied
Jack
Frost
and
a
winter
storm
H is G uns, and C alls U s j duty, the baker gets by without as On our way to these historic ruins
protect coastwise shipping by much going on. Robert Sterling. Jr.. Modern Ideas have vanished q u ite
one we drew tne ! 1 teaspoon salt
is enjoying parties with the younger The charms of w inter and a m oonlight
I seeing him when we needed a fresh we pass through Caledonia, a typi
day and by night. The day's
“ M isinform ed”
night.
teaspoon pepper
line
at
attem
p
t-;
set.
Jack
Robinson
is
on
a
short
loaf, the furnace fire is dying wait- cal native settlement of squalid,
news from many lonely outposts
ing to settle w as' 1 pound round steak, cut IS in- j Editor of The Courier-Gazette
closely-packed wooden dwellings.
school vacation. Mrs. Lucy Robin Som etim es a crowd In the old green
ing for its breakfast.
along Maine's waterfront.
pung
when a husband and wife awhile ches thick
W hat has happened to this well j Emerging from these we are reward
son remains about the same.
My position is that the Spanish
Lead and away, th e sleigh b ells rung
sped away ten m iles or more
I small onion, chopped
ago agreed to leave it to ye ed to
R T. Sterling attended funeral We
Republic was captured by the Com ordered household. Why The Cou ed with a fine view of the old Bui!
To a country d an ce tlU the .lig h t was
OUTWARD BO U N D
4
tablespoons fat
o'er.
name
a
new
daughter
when
they
services
Tuesday
for
Mrs.
J.
W.
munists via the stuffed ballot box rier-Gazette has arrived with the Ring once the scent of great mataNo sea more foreign rolls th an breaks
I Ia cups hot water
each morn.
Armstrong at Cape Cottage
F B. Bostwick says in the New York early morning delivery. We have 1dorial contests and now honey
With Boston Fancy and L ad y-of-th e- couldnt agree. We had visions of
Acroas our thresholds w hen the day Is
Mix flour, salt and pepper, and Herald Tribune (not a "Fascist
Lake
. the youngster growing up and pin
Mr. and Mrs. J. A Thomas and They danced
settled back in an easy chair to di combed with native living quarters.
born.
and swung ligh tly In their
We sail at aunrtse d ally "outward son Deane of Lynn. Mass , were
ning the responsibility on this de place on board. Place meat on j sheet,” as far as I know) th at his gest the news from the vicinity wc Then we continue out into the beau
wake
bound."
At the hour o f tw elve there cam e a call
—H elen H u n t Jackson
guests Sunday of the F. O. Hilt To supper served In the ban q uet hall. partment if she didn't like the flour and pound with the edge of a chauffeur voted seven times and feel is next to Heaven Itself. We tiful “Bella Vista" section, which
choice. O. well, it all adds to the heavy plate until meat lias taken up his cook five In the Spanish elec first look at its weather report, then as its name implies, commands an
family.
Interm ission ended, the dance w en t on.
P erkins Is la n d
Mrs. R. T Sterling recently spent Till the sky grew ligh t with early morn Joy of the job. Here are a few the flour. Turn several times. Saute tions of February, 1936. Mr. Bost down one column after the other. excellent view of the Pacific Ocean.
Those good tim es have passed away
meat and onion in fat until
we can referee safely.
Of course there are many changes, Beautiful stucoo homes, built by
Greetings to all! It has been a day in Portland with friends.
wick is a native born American from
With the o ld green pung and one- j
browned. Add hot water. Cover
horse sleigh
"Why
on
earth
is
the
hostess
Mrs.
Florence
Shuman
called
to
quite some time since I have done
Conshocton. Ohio, who has lived in 1the years have brought. But to us the upper-class Panamanians and
Nellie Sheldon Allen
served first or is that custom aban and bake in moderate oven (350 Spain for 35 years. He claims that i they are Maine people and as such I retired Canal-men. make this one
my part to keep our lighthouse news see her sister. Mrs. Robinson. Sun Vinal Haven
doned? I t s so senseless.” Emily degrees F.) one to I S hours, or the so called "Government" of we are interestd In their welfare. cf the most beautiful parts of th?
day.
She
was
accompanied
by
Mr.
KR NK
afloat Guess I should pick up a
Po t says the guest of honour first, until meat is tender. Add more Spain is illegal.
and
Mrs
Garland
Day
and
son.
nd
But many are old loved families. Republic of Panama.
pen when friends white and wonder
CONTENTMENT
then
the guests and the hostess last hot water if necessary. Serves 4.
IFor T h e C ourler-O azettel
We are now far out on the Chepy
If you favor "established" govern- names of friends who still hold rewhere I am So. Mrs Marion Arthur Chute, all of Waldoboro.
but a great many hostesses keep to P resto P in a p p le U p id e D o w n C ake ments certainly you must approve served seats in our hearts. As we road and passing Juan Franco Race
F O Hilt called recently on W. I have a p leasan t window
Young of Matinicus. I'll try to be
That looks o u t upon the sea
’« cup butter
the custom of hostc-s first. As to
the "Nationalist." which according ; read we rejoice with those who have Track where every manner of
more prompt. Many thanks for C. Dow who has been confined to his A cheery k itch en where I work
1 cup brown sugar
the
"why,"
it
is
possible
a
guest
At hum ble tasks that busy m e
home by illness.
to Congressman McCormack, has had prosperity and happiness We horseflesh gives "hls-all" each Sun
your nice card and note.
Canned
sliced
or
diced
pineapple
j
• • • •
might be presented some unusual
I have en ou gh o f sim ple fare
the allegiance of 20 000 000 out of | weep with those who are distressed day in th e year. Turning right we
Mrs. Powers joins me in sending
Batter:
To keep m e strong and well.
fcod . . . an artichoke, for instance
T ide a n d T ie d
the 24 000 000 Spaniards. Portland ' and pray they may be comforted head toward the ocean and soon v c
sympathy to the family of Ernest
Also enough plain clothes to wear.
'« cup shortening
. . . and if the hostess has been
A home w herein to dwell.
Question:
"Does
the
moon
affect
8unday
Telegram. Jan 29, non- We pat the Black Cat. try to catch before us the ghost-like ruins or
Young who died recently. His
cup sugar
served first she sets the procedure. I
I have a Are to keep me warm .
Fascist).
up with the Butterfly in "This and i the ancient city of Old Panama.
kindness to us while we were sta the tide?"
1
Then too. if a dish isn't right, site
A well-worn easy chair.
I t is easy enough to mouth ex- That." Smack our lips over the j, Our attention is first attracted to
Answer: "No. only the untied."
tioned on Matinicus Rock will long
Seme friendly books, leisure to read.
1 cup sifted Presto flour
presumably discover? it first and the !
A husband's loving care
—Oargoyle.
pressions like “hordes of Italians. I "lobster and fish ads.'' Get hungry Morgan's Bridge which is in a re
be remembered in gratitude.
1-3 cup milk
custom has been said to have orig-,
A kitten purring on the hearth.
Germans and Japs." It Is another 1reading of the baked bean suppers markable state of preservation, and
Regards to Mr and Mrs. Be; •
’a teaspoon vanilla
mated as an aftermath of the Bor
A few frien d s, true and dear
G r e a t D u c k Is la n d
Teel. I hope Mr Teel’s health is
Faith In he b oundless love o f God
Put butter in nine or ten-inch thing to give exact figures and the Try to be better neighbors with the I then to the great Cathedral Tower
gia banquets when, the hostess, hav
When sorrow draweth near
Second Assistant Mann arrived at
Improved
frying
pan and melt. Add sugar authority for them. I gave you ' lessons put In practice from the Ser- I which has withstood the ravages of
ing partaker, of the dish, the guest,
Mrs. Blanche McPhail of Boston 1Southwest Harbor from leave Jan. All these t h e dear Lord glv eth me could be reassured he wasn't ru n -’ spreading evenly. Arrange slices or «ome last Saturday and here are monettes. Ard inspired by the several centuries. No object on the
W ithout s tin t, through th e years;
Tberc are 200 000 Realm of Music and the Lyric Muse Isthmus is so typically "Panama
was a recent visitor at the station 23. but could net get to the station Sc I'll c u ltiv a te contentm ent
pieces of pineapple on top. Over some more
uing grave risk in eating it too.
And cast o u t doubts and fears
because
it
blew
a
northwest
gale,
foreigners with the Reds and 35.000 Enjoy the letters from familiar as this 100-foot tower. The other
for a week
this
pour
cake
batter
and
bake
in
Should cooked chicken be cooled,
Nellie M Ervlne
with the Whites; the Communists correspondents.
especially
Mrs ! lesser ruins spread out over an are*
Tenants Harbor
Mrs Powers passed last weekend so he enjoyed a nice visit with Keep
covered or uncovered?” We prefer a moderate oven '350 degrees F )
John
Andrews
"m.v
childhood
' of several acres, serve to thrill the
with Mrs Mary Gerrish at her er Kennedy at Bear Island Light,
are
using
French.
Russian.
Mexi
« N » K
uncovered cooling, then the re about 25 minutes Take from stove,
arriving at this station the next
friend." Admire its editorial, com- ' tourists with the thought that here
farm in Brunswick
can
and
Czechoslovakian
war
MY PRAYER
let
stand
a
few
minutes
and
turn
frigerator for storage, cf course.
, pare prices of fuel and food with thousands of people enjoyed the
| For T h e Courter-Oazette|
I t would be a pleasure to hear morning in a southwest gale which
Here's an item the section of the ouickly onto round dish as near material; the premier of the Leftest
frem my friends, the O'Briens in made up quick when half way out to I do not ask Thee. Lord, for power • family" who live in the country- size of frying pan as possible.
government, himself admitted that our city prices and then instead of piotection of a great city many
the station. The landing was made ■To do divine
there are 55 nationalities represent joyfully taking up our tasks for the 1hundreds of years ago.
Rockland.
the th in g s which Thou art doing have been asking about, informa Serve cold with whipped cream
I am a-k ln g Thee for help of Thine
Here also, we find a Zoo where a
Mr. and Mrs. Beal of Manset o. k and Bert Birlem returned But
ed in his army; nearly all of the day. we turn the pages of the cal
Lemon W a fe n ,
'Judging
In doing th in g s which Thou wouldst tion on smoking turkey.
great
variety of tropical animals
have m e do.
have the syympathy of my family safely to Southwest so it was all In
972
plans
shot
down
by
the
Right[
endar
over
to
the
day
when
the
car
by the price that delicacy com -, 'a cup sifted flour
are kept for the amusement of the
ls
packed
waiting
at
the
door
to
in their great loss. Mr Beal was the day's work.
ists
were
manned
by
non-Span
Help me to do the little things w
'<
cup
butter
mand- we don t blame them fo r,
faith
Mrs. Leverett Stanley is at home '
stationed with me at Mt. Desert
iards.” (The Church World, Port take us for our annual vacation to | visiters. Hairy sloths, striped oceThe No- ]
cup fitted powdered sugar
So strong in Thee that just a thought trying to duplicate it.)
the dear old Torrey Cottage and ■lots and giant boa-constrictors are
Rock before he retired. Alston used in Manset where she is recovering Of kindness to others
land. Maine (Jan. 27).
teaspoon grated lemon rind
vember issue of Poultry Item had
Will m anifested be
but a few of the dwellers of th i
to spend the summers with his from a surgical operation.
Because Franco 1s winning does our friends in Northport.
1 teaspoon lemon juice
the article And it's Farmer s Bul
J
jungle brought here for close InI
love
to
do
the
little
things
A
bad
Are
at
Southwest
Harbor
Harriet
Coid
Parker
dad and we became well acquainted
not mean that his army is made up
2 tablespoons milk
letin No. 1186 you write for. addres
So many tim es I find I can.
I spection.
The writer has had the
destroyed the Masonic building re When It w ould not be possible for me ing Supt. of Document* Washing Sift flour once, measure and sift of Italians and Germans. Don’t
with him.
to do
j unique privilege of seeing a "bushThrough the
seamen's own cently.
The greater th in gs I have In mind.
ton and enclosing five cents If you again. Cream butter thoroughly, you think that Spaniards can win
Keeper Cheney and First Assist- j
master." the most deadly reptile in
column in The Courier-Gazette. I
want information on killing, cur add sugar gradually and cream well a battle? . If not. read your his
And so. I ask Thee. Lord, to guide me.
. . . .Com
...
I tl1e world and the only one that has
keep in touch with friends and re ant Stanley went in to Southwest Praising T h ee for all w ithin the past ing and canning pork
Add lemon rind ar.d juice and blend. tory. It may mean that your
Asking for T h y blessing on w h a t I do
new old ties. I recently heard from Harbor Jan. 28. in the government.
"Is It true we should u e only Add flour, alternately with milk munist under-dogs are al«=o yellow That’» W h y T here’* Market ever been kept alive in captivity
for T hee
While
life
for
m
e
shall
last
motorboat
to
have
work
done
on
it
I
a friend in Swan's Island. Mrs
teaspoon on dogs
For Sea Mos« and Eel lon’ er than * fortn* htmild soap for the kitchen linoleum?" mixing well. Drop
Delora E Morrill
_
n
i And so with a last long look at
Nellie Smith, whom I have not seen at the lighthouse depot. Bert Bir Rockport
No. I have never lived in Spain,
inquires a Bangor listener It cer an ur.greased baking sheet, placing
U rass W ant T o S e ll.
| the waving palms leaning out over
K R K R
lem brought them back.
for 10 years.
tainly is. Harsh soaps and soap cbout 2 inches apart. Bake in nor have I any relatives there. I
•
•
•
•
f
'
a sandy beach, we travel back to
SUNSET PROMISE
May fair weather make its appowders shorten the life of linoleum moderate oven (375 degrees F.) suppose you have become "pos
Do you know where there it any
IFor T h e Courler-O azettel
,
W h ite H ead
pearanoe soon, so Retired Keeper
about
5
minute
.
Makes
about
4
sessed" of your alleged knowledge sea moss or eel gra's waiting to be our home to await another day Of
because the oil. essential to the
Forrest Cheney is passing ten days' I stand on th e bridge here a t su n set composition and wearing quality of dozen,
and Mrs. Smith will come to Bath.
of the Spanish situation" through harvested? If you do get in touch new sights and new travels.
At the close of a dull cloudy day;
leave
in
Millbridge
and
Lubec.
I see o'er t h e western horizon
(To Be Continued)
Best wishes to all along the coast.
all types of linoleum is affected by J
H o t C hocolate S auce
your actual residence there, and with Sea and Shore Fisheries Com
A b eau tifu l color display
Clifton Morse and Maynard
the free alkali. Use a mild soap 1 ‘s pound sweet chocolate
from letters sent you by your Span missioner Arthur R. Greenleaf it
OBrien went recently to Machias- The clouds are illum ined w ith splen and don't flood the surface w ith' ’s cup heavy cream
ish aunts and uncles! Or have you Boothbay Harbor and he will refer
W ood Is la n d
Anxiety and Faith
dor
port and Lubec for 24 hours' liberty.
Melt
chocolate
over
boiling
water.
been
a close student of Communist j you to a big potential market,
And all b rilliantly tinted w ith gold water.
The beginning of anxiety is the
Ship ahoy, Guardians of Our
Suggesting
th
e
heavenly
glory
On return they were accompanied
We had a telephoned answer to adding cream gradually. Stir con- "propaganda
publications."
Or
Recently he has received several end of faith; and tlfe beginning of
Of w hich In the Scriptures we're
Coast!
told.
by Mrs. Morse and Mrs. O Brien who
that
que tion about iqueaky shoes|Stantly until blended. Serve hot. maybe "The Courier-Gazette" em- letters from firms in various sections i true faith the end of anxiety.
It looks and feels like a real, old
have been visiting their parents.
the other day. Rub soles with oil. Makes one cup sauce.
I view dow n below In t h e water
ploys a Spanish correspondent?
of the country inquiring about the
fashioned winter.
Rare reflected the aureate light.
Baby RatUea 24M B. C.
The Coast Guard life boat whicn Repeating
MENU
then stand soles in just enough sal?
Did not General Washington Maine supply of this material. They I
th e beauty of heaven—
Gulls are hovering about for
Babies' rattles found In Kish have
Its glorious radiance bright
has been in Baltimore for repairs
Sunday B re a k fa s t
solution
to
rover
soles
or
stand
thank
the
French
for
their
aid
in
claim
that
when
dried
it
makes
their daily hand-out and the small°r
I Joy In th e welcome atsurance.
been traced to 2800 B. C.
since last summer, has been re
Broiled Orapefrult
black ?hoes in a very little linseed ,
our Revolution, if. as you say. excellent filling or stuffing for fur
birds are also on the lookout for
For the m orrow I hope to behold
turned to this station.
Friend s Baked Bean Casserole
oil over night If you don't think
Franco thanked the Italians. The niture and other articles.
Of skies clear and cloudlessly crystal
crumbs and what-have-we
Clarence Beal has returned from
Of su n sh in e more glorious than gold squeakv shoes can be embarrassing (
Broiled Bacon
1Italian mob cry "on the Paris" does
The letters indicated th a t a good
We learned with regret that Mr
Allison M Watts
ten days' leave spent at his home in Jamaica. Vt.
you never had to make your way ' Toasted Friend s Brown Bread
!
not
disturb
me
in
the
least.
Ameri
price
would be paid and if folks
Hupper is in the hospital and send
Beals. Merrill Peabody accompanied
La Touraine Coffee
to the black board to the tune of a i
cans protected Paris once before, along the coast would like to make)
R R R R
him our kindliest wishes for an early
him and was over-night guest at the
__ ___
but what thanks did they get for some extra money gathering the
W H IC H ONE WAS K E F T "
return to the station.
Coast Guard station before return
growth,
Oreenleaf
will
assist
them
I
J jZ .
IFor
T
h
e
Courier
G
azette|
it?
Come on, “Monty.” get your new
ing to Point Allerton Coast Guard.
There were two llwle k itten s, a black
'
Can it be possible that you have in finding a market.
grinder and enjoy a real meal agai-t.
and a gray.
not sensed what a Communist vic
And grandm am m a said w ith a frown.
W inter work here has included
“ 7“
"It
will
never do to keep them both.
O
W
L
’S
H
E
A
D
tory in Spain would have meant?
new ceilings and building new cup
The black on e we'd better drown."
fh w l Month el this W ? Special!
I t looks now as If you will have to
boards for the mistress of the house
A meeting to complete organiza "Don't cry. m y dear." to tin y B o :,
reconcile your editorial soul to a
"One k itten 's enough to keep.
Spring duties such as washing, tion of the Parent-Teacher AssociNow run to nurse, for 'Ma grow in g late.
"Fascist" victory.
whitewashing and sundry are Just t ation will be held Tuesday night at And tim e you were fa st asleep."
EMERGENCY CALLS
The writer, an officer in the
around the corner, so we are getting , 7 30 in the town haU
p ^ nce6
The m orrow dawned, and rosy and
Central Fire House Call,
Tel. 434
United States Army (commissioned)
sw eet
elbow grease in readiness
1Smith presldent of District 3, is exChief's Call (residence).
TeL 43*
Came little Bess from h er nap;
does
not
relish
fighting
anybody.
The outside of the tower has cer- pected to
prefient A„ pafents The nurse said. "Go Into m am m as
Police C a ll
TeL 1323
room
If you want to pick a fight with
tainly taken some punishment this and those interested in child welfare
Ambulance Call.
Tel. 642 or 399
And look In grandma's lap."
' Hitler or Mussolini or the Mikado,
winter.
are invited to attend.
"Come here" said grandmamma with
perhaps we can arrange it for you.
Hurry up. Paul, get those feet on
NU M BER S RUNG FR O M BOXES
a sm ile.
From th e rocking ch air where she
without having the rest of as
deck!
25 Ltmerock and Main Streets
PRESERVING INSECTS
sat:
• • • •
turned into cannon-fodder. I have
"God has se n t you two litt le sisters.
27 Pacific and Mechanic Streets
k
i
dear.
no reason for being interested in
29 Mechanic and South Main Streeta
Owl's Head
Editor of The Courier-Gazette :—
Now w h a t do you think of that?"
33 Tillson Avenne
Germany.
Italy
or
Japan,
not
be
Quoting an item in your paper: Bess looked at the babies a moment
Hello Everybody! It's about time
34 Fulton and Suffolk Streeta
longing to any of those nationalities,
there.
I made an appearance in this col "Insects perfect after ages. Dead
35 Main, corner North and Florence Streeta
W ith th e ir wee heads, yellow and
but
I
am
interested
in
averting
a
36 Orange Street, corner P leasant Street
umn. With the usual routine and 60,(X0.000 years but perfectly pre
brown,
37 Park Street, com er Main Street
Communist revolution in the U. S.
th e n to grandmamma, soberly
each day's work the time passes and served in every detail of color and And said.
35 Broad Street, comer Grace Street
What woman hasn't wanted a fine Electric Casserole!
In an effort to appeal from a
it is Saturday again and with it form, hermatically sealed by na “W hich on e are you going to drown?
42 Broadway, com er Rankin Street
misinformed
editor
to
an
informed
Great
Grandmammy
It’s
so
handy
for
cooking
beans,
soup
stocks,
escallops;
the realization 1 haven't done my ture against decay.’’
43 Lincoln Street, comer Summ er Street
Warren
one. last week I Invested a dollar in
45 Talbot Avenue, opposite F ern Street
A collection of insects in amber
bakes biscuits, cakes; fries foods equally as well.
part.
46 Rankin Block
a subscription for you to a truthful
Thursday was overcast and our is >n display at Harvard University
48 North Main Street, com er W arren Street
N
O
R
T
H
A
P
PL
E
T
O
N
weekly.
Subscrbler
This is Casserole month in all CMP stores and as an
friend the groundhog did not see I checked up on it and found that
49 Main Street, comer Cedar and Front Streeta
tc
be
correct.
Amber,
Baltic
Sea
his shadow, therefore our winter
51 Cedar Street, comer Old C ounty Road
added inducement we are giving to you FREE a beau
52 West Meadow Road
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Pease went to
G'.uccinite) Moss from a pine tree
will be six weeks shorter.
T E N A N T ’S H A R B O R
tiful Steamer making your casserole doubly useful and
53 Camden Street, opposite A dam s Street
Right now everything is rather iPinus succinfera) in Amber. “The Portland last Saturday to visit their
doubly economical! It uses the natural steam rising
54 Maverick Street, comer Spruce Street
daughter
June
who
is
convalescing
Church
Notes
gum
from
this
pine
is
of
great
an
quiet along our coast. The usual
from
food
in
lower
compartment
for
the
simultaneous
“Justification" will be the theme
SPECIAL NUMBERS RUNG ONLY FROM FIRE
fishing boats pass daily and many tiquity. Its .tgc may be measured at the Children's Hospital.
preparation of healthful steamed vegetables, breads,
of the second in the series of morn
of them have ceased Ashing during in terms of a million or mote
STATION
Mrs. Willis Oerrish of Searsmont
puddings.
ing sermons of "Basis Principles of
years.”
'A. B. C.
the cold weather.
12 American Legion
was a recent visitor a t O. T.
Christianity" at 10.30 Sunday at the
21 U. S. S. Kickapoo
Somerville, Mass., Feb. 2.
The Trial Beacons for the Navy
Keene's.
22 Chief's Call
The Casserole alone would usually cost you $5.50.
Church on the Hill. The choir will
Trial Course arc taking on a new
There was no school Monday on
23 Broadway and west to Oliver Street
sing an anthem entitled "Praitc
appearance with their red and white COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS account of the snow storm.
24 Grace Street, west to Broad Street
Ye the Lord."
WORK WONDERS
paint and looking very attractive.
26 Oliver Street and all west
Miss Vivian Keene R. N. has em
28 Crescent and Thomaston Streets, and south to
Bible School with a class and
ployment in Massachusetts.
Mechanic
invitation to all ages meets im
31 North ofr Lime rock to Rankin, on Union Street
Leland Johnson is employed in
mediately following tlie worship
32 Purchase Street and west to Orange Street
the woods in Searsmont with his
service.
39 Broadway and west to P leasan t Street
horses.
The Happy Hour of Music and
41 Pleasant and Park Streets, all w est of Iron Bridge
47 Knox Hospital (Private)
Message will again bring a joyful
Freeman Carleton is assisting Or
Fare $ 2 .5 0 each way
56 North Main and Maverick Streets, west to Old
l R ound T r ip r a te discontinued i
95c down
time to all who enjoy singing. The
mond Keene in getting out his wood.
County Road
31 monthly
L E A V E D A IL Y
service opens promptly at 7 o'clock
The Rebekah Circle met Wednes
57 Old County Road to Juniper HUI
ROCKLAND
VINAL HAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
by the young peoples choir and con
58 Lake Avenue to Rockport lin e
day with Mrs. Charles Salo.
8.00 A. M.
8.15 A. M.
8.25 A. M.
59 Waldo Avenue and north to Glen Street
tinues with other special musical
Carl Bryant of Palmer, Mass., was
3.00 P. M.
3.15 P. M.
3.25 P. M.
62 M ilitia CaU
numbers by the choir and the in
a recent visitor at O. T. Keene's
64 Boy Scouts
struments.
“The
Meaning
of
the
also
at
the
home
of
relatives
in
A IR W A Y S , INC.
71 Thomaston Militia CaU
mmmt
Lord's Supper" will be the subject
75 Spring Street and Vicinity
N E X T T O P U B L IC L A N D IN G
Searsmont.
85 Out of Town CaU
T E I. R O C K L A N D 338
N I G H T T E L . T H O M A S T O N 86
of the message by the pastor.
This Special Offer E nde Feb. SStk
R O C K L A N D , M A IN E
A Communion will be held im
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
3Stf

A MAID CALLED

A H om esick R eader

MILLS

GUARDIANS
O F OUR COAST

A T rip To Panam a

The W ar In Spain

H as Lots Of U ses

R ockland Fire A larm Signals

G et th u tf /? • S te a m e r

re
M

Electric Casserole

• F e b r u a r y O nly •

A R e g u la r # 7 . 0 0 V a lu e

SEAPLANE SERVICE

O n ly

CENTRA

WORK WONDERS

MAINE

mediately after the evening service.

